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Lot: 1
Naval - Trafalgar - Nelson edition of the Morning Chronicle, for January 1st 1806 carrying a notice in advance of the funeral of Lord Nelson, a long report detailing an extract from the log book of the Victory and the full text of Nelson's final dispatch in advance of the Battle of Trafalgar as well as various adverts offering properties for rent with a good view of the event. Usual browning but in legible condition throughout.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 2
Naval - Trafalgar - Nelson's Funeral edition of the Morning Chronicle, for January 2nd 1806 carrying a notice in advance of the funeral of Lord Nelson and listing the order of procession for the event.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 3
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 4
Wellington and the Peninsular War edition of the Morning Chronicle for June 6th 1811 carrying a long dispatch from Wellington concerning the Peninsular War, usual browning but in legible condition throughout.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 5
Military - Afghan Wars - Lt Col Dennie fine ms document being a long list of charges brought against Lt Col William Dennie of 13th Light Infantry at Agra by the order of Maj Gen James Watson, Commander in Chief, India. A total of 28 charges written in a neat secretarial hand on 13pp folio.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 6
Military ms document on 2pp 4to being the details of the duty by the Brigade of Foot Guards and Colonel Durours Regiment of Foot based at Ghent dated November 14th 1742.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 7
Military ms document being a return of the number of sergeants, corporals, drummers and privates mounted every day by the Brigade of Foot Guards. No date but clearly late 18th/early 19th c
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 8
Autograph - Military - Frederick Duke of York - the 'Grand Old Duke of York' letter signed 'Frederick Commander in Chief', dated Horse Guards November 11th 1811, to Lt Col Sebright of the 1st Foot Guards : 'The Prince Regent having been graciously pleased in the name and on the belief of His Majesty to command that you should be permitted to bear a Medal commemorative of the Victory of Barrosa...'. 2pp 4to.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 9
Photographs - a voyage to Australia 1904 good album featuring approx 42 snapshots taken during a voyage from England to Freemantle in Australia, shots feature a tour of Pompeii, Port Said, Colombo, elephants etc
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 10
Railways - Wales - the Chirk Railway group of letters and copy letters 1847 all concerning the building of a railway line in Chirk, North Wales, mainly for mineral operations.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00
Lot: 11
Autograph - Arnold Toynbee
autograph letter signed dated January 4th 1924 to Professor Johnson, a good letter concerning his career: "...I feel a great relief after what, as you have guessed, has been a long strain. Looking back I can say that I believe that I have done right on matters of judgement (though they are difficult matters, on which opinions may well differ) while from the other point of view, I should never have been happy if I had muzzled myself for fear of losing my job..." 4pp 8vo.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 12
Military good ms letter dated Aberdeen Barracks July 30th 1827 of F F Laye of the King's Own Borderers, describing his company's march from Perth: "...I came with the headquarter division -the Colonel and Band and had a very pleasant march...the country is very wild about here, the Highlands are about sixty miles off, we sent a detachment of 30 men and one officer to the Highlands to prevent smuggling and we send another detachment of 30 more and two officers next week...the reason why they went so sudden from this was that it was reported that smugglers intended burning the castle they are very strong and fierce, well armed and organised and we think that there will be some fierce work going forward soon..."
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 13
Political Substance of the Speeches made in the House of Commons on Wednesday the 15th of December 1779 on Mr Burke's giving notice of intention to bring in a Bill after the Christmas recess for the Retrenchment of Public Expenses and for the better securing the Independence of Parliament. London: J Almon, 1779. 17pp plus title 8vo Sticked, untrimmed, partly uncut. The "Substance" was evidently conveyed to Almon by Burke himself, who asserts his thesis that, "The fatal and overgrown influence of the Crown" has caused "the whole of all of our grievances." He speaks out against corrupt, negligent, self-serving, power-hungry Ministers: "the same men, in the same power, sitting undisturbed before you, though thirteen colonies have been lost." Supporting Burke, Dempster responds "that the influence of the Crown is the true cause of the mischievous origin, the destructive progress, the absurd conduct, and the obstinate prosecution, without view or hope, of this cursed American war... If it continues, and goes on as it has done, I vow to God, I do not think his Majesty will sit securely on his throne."
FIRST EDITION. Todd 31. 85 NUC 0572614 [1]. Not in Sabin or Adams J Almon
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 14
Autograph - America - Everard Peck document signed by Peck as a witness to an arbitration bond. Manuscript in ink dated Rochester, New York, no date but early 19th c.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 15
WWI - aviation - airships - autograph - Johann Schutte, German airship pioneer colour postcard showing a German airship bombing a city, signed by Schutte across the image. Rare.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 16
Airships - The Hindenburg a small self standing bronze plaque showing the Hindenburg in profile with the legend "Hindenburg LZ 129 1936-37"
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 16A
Hindenburg-Airship mail postcard postmarked March 23rd 1936 bearing the rubber stamp instruction of Zeppelin LZ 129 - the Hindenburg.
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 16B
WWI-Zeppelins a rare example of a WWI era walking stick, inlaid with a metal insignia taken from and showing the ill fated L-15 Zeppelin which came down into the sea off Margate on the night of March 31st 1916.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 17
Airships - Postal History -the Graf Zeppelin postcard stamped 1929 and bearing amongst many other postal markings the stamp of the first round the world flight addressed to Marshall M Reisman of Syracuse, New York and endorsed in ms 'to go around the world aboard the Graf Zeppelin' and with further endorsement to verso : 'I hope this gets around the world with the 'Graf Zeppelin' Marshall M Reisman'
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 18
Aviation -WWII Flug und Werft eight copies of this German magazine from April 1937 to May 1939. Ostensibly this was a magazine about aviation and aeroplanes, but in effect it was part of the covert development of the German Airforce which of course had been banned under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles. Each issue carries a large number of photographs of aircraft of the time with specifications, but also including details on British aircraft, aircraft carriers etc.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 19
Aviation -WWII -the Luftwaffe two privately produced souvenir books covering the training for pilots by the infant Luftwaffe, dated 1935, with original snapshots showing training, tutors (who were clearly WWI aces), some signed etc.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 20
Napoleonic Wars -Madeira -Sir William Henry Clinton fine archive of approximately 29 ms letter either by or to Clinton dated 1801-1831 providing considerable information on Clinton and the Island of Madeira, which he captured in 1801 and of which he was Governor 1801-02. The archive also contains a letter sent to him while he was stationed in Messina (dated August 15th 1812), a letter sent to him from Kingston Jamaica dated November 13th 1816, a letter sent to him from Barbados dated June 20th 1822 and a letter sent to him by Col Valdez, Governor of Madeira during Clinton's stay there in 1828. There are also papers concerning Clinton's accounts and two ms documents providing the provisions landed from the ship Arethusa on Madeira in September 1801. There is also a long unsigned letter dated 1803 providing considerable information on the tensions with the French and the belief that Napoleon would soon attack again. Among later letters there is a fine and long letter by Sir Henry Warde Governor of Barbados from 1821-29, an old friend of Clinton who reminisces about their shared past experiences as officers and who gives his rather numerous political opinions in a pleasant rambling manner.
Estimate: £700.00 - £900.00

Lot: 21
London -Old Jewry indenture on vellum dated 1798 for the lease of a property in Old Jewry, London, near the Guildhall, including a detailed schedule describing the House and its fittings
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 22
London fine indenture on a single large leaf of vellum dated 1734 being the sale of land in Fleet Street occupied by various properties including the King's Arms Tavern, a coffee room and what is described as a 'fencing room'. A further sketch map of the properties is attached to the document making this a most valuable source of information for Fleet Street at this time.
Document in generally fine condition, a little weakness in original folds but clearly legible throughout.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 23
Maritime - naval - the Experimental Squadron detailed autograph letter signed 'Robertson'(possibly a member of the Secret Service) dated London, May 21st 1831 to Captain Drinkwater RN asking him to make comprehensive notes during 'this cruise of evolution...in as quiet a way as possible how each separate ship was managed in her internal arrangements & what the character of the officers'. The letter then goes on to list a number of technical questions concerning the performance of the guns etc.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 24
Warwickshire - Leamington Spa.
two ms poems c1840 satirising the activities of Dr Henry Jephson who was largely responsible for the creation of the Victorian resort of Leamington Spa as evidenced by the pleasure gardens which are still a feature of the town and which bear his name
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 25
Kent - Cobham Hall intriguing letter dated 1925 describing Cobham Hall in Kent and with an account of its haunting by the ghost of a Spanish Ambassador killed in a duel there.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 26
Maritime fine letter dated 1842 of a merchant captain C Skilling giving a report on the activities on his vessel the 'Kara', reporting that he had sent a cockney boy about his business because he had for his companions 'robbers and pickpockets and being time after time corrected for being absent from his duty and neglectful while on board', and adding that he has 'a young Black Boy in his room on low wages. He is willing to go for anything I name I will see what he is worth...'
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 27
Antique Map - Thomas Kitchen North America from Cape Florida to Baffin Bay, uncoloured map by Kitchen, approx 14x10 ins, framed and glazed.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 28
Antique Map - Thomas Kitchen A new and accurate map of the territories and settlements belonging to the East India Company uncoloured map by Kitchen, approx 14x9 ins, framed and glazed.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 29
Antique Map - Thomas Kitchen The British islands and privileges in the West Indies uncoloured map by Kitchen, approx 12x8 ins, framed and glazed.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 30
Ceylon partly printed document undated but early 19th c, being a plantation return for the number of men employed, with ms insertions on the obverse and signed by the superintendent John Gordon Forbes and printed in the local language to verso with names in the local language and their rates of pay. Unusual.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00
Lot: 31
Autograph - Palestine - Walter Besant, artist fine long autograph letter signed by Besant as Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund dated August 1st 1870 - a few years after its foundation.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 32
Legal - Wales papers prepared for a House of Lords hearing dated 1933 between a worker named Claude Flower and the Ebbw Vale Steel Iron and Coal Co., with details of the case, some folding plans and also a number of photographs issued in evidence
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 33
West Midlands/Worcestershire - Cradley the original tithe apportionment book for Cradley dated 1844, compiled by Thomas Davies, Apportioner at Stourbridge, 76pp folio, manuscript.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 34
Haiti manuscript report from the Wesleyan Missionaries in the Porte Plate Circuit, Haiti for 1843, sent in the form of a letter to the Secretary for the Missions in Bishopgate Street, London, 2pp 4to.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 35
Autograph - aviation - Charles Lindburgh signature in ink on a small card with the date 'November 1933 in Lindburgh's hand, together with a copy of the German version of his book.
Estimate: £350.00 - £400.00

Lot: 36
Autograph - Literature - Graham Greene autograph letter in pencil to 'Dear Max' [Schuchart], Palace Hotel Brussels, undated, 1.5pp sm 4to concerning a visit to the Netherlands: '...forgive the pencil, I've run out of ink. There's so much to do here that I shan't get to Amsterdam till Wednesday...Van Gorcum has also dug out a printer so I think I'll have a busy day on Thursday...' Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 37
Autograph - military - South Africa - Jan Smuts autograph letter signed dated House of Assembly, Cape Town, July 2nd 1927 concerning Holism and evolution: '...it is an attempt to bridge the enormous gap which has been formed between Religion and Science by each following its own track for many centuries now...' 2pp 8vo fine condition
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 38
Autograph - cinema - Leni Riefenstahl, legendary German film director an original promotional brochure for her last film under the Nazi regime 'Tiefland' boldly signed across the front cover.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 39
Autograph - exploration - polar - Frederick A Cook, explorer and claimant to the North Pole autograph manuscript (unsigned) in his hand entitled 'The Walk indicates character', written in pencil on a single leaf of American quarto paper, spilt across a fold (easily repaired in our estimation). Rare.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 40
Ephemera - political - broadsides three printed broadsides all relating to the notorious 1826 election in Northumberland. Each printed with text on one side of a single leaf of paper, each with small hole affecting a few words of text.
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00
Lot: 41
WWII - Autograph - Mussolini fine early photograph of Mussolini, showing him in profile, half length, looking seriously into a document, with autograph dedication signed and dated November 18th 1922 on the mount. Slight bend to bottom right hand corner but otherwise in fine order.
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 42
Autograph - Political - John Bright autograph letter signed to Jackson J Smythe dated March 4th 1849 politely declining an invitation to take part in Jackson's Society: 'I never allow my name to be connected with any association or society unless I am concerned in the management...' in fine condition with autograph envelope, 1p 8vo
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 43
Autograph - Politics amusingly ironic autograph letter signed by the politician John Calcraft the elder, an MP for Calne and supporter of Pitt, dated December 1766, declining to 'accommodate' the Duke of Rutland 'all my money being engaged for purchases as fast as I can get it in:...' in fine condition with autograph envelope, 1p 8vo
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 44
Middle East series of approx 31 ms letters (many extensive) from MQMS R W Groves serving with the Persian and Iraq force between November 1945 and January 1946 to his wife largely detailing his hopes for his return to England, but proving considerable detail about life in the Middle East at the time and the day to day events.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 45
French Revolution printed proclamation thanking the National Guard for suppressing the Girondist uprising in Lyon - the leaders of which were executed. Printed on single leaf of paper approx 14x9ins folds and slight foxing but in generally good condition. Printed text in the name of the leading Jacobin Georges Courthon. With manuscript notes in French in an unidentified hand
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 46
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 47
Ephemera - Berlin Album von Berlin
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 48
West Midlands - Manor of Sedgley the minute books of the Manor commencing February 27th 1817, and May 12th 1821, vellum covers, soiled but completely legible, interior contents on paper written in a neat legible hand and in good order. 4to.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 49
Autograph - Lord Randolph Churchill original membership application form for the Amphitryon Club, London, signed in pencil by Lord Randolph Churchill as sponsor for Prince Dolgoroukoff, the Imperial Attache for the Russian Ambassador (who has also signed), with two further signatures. Dated March 31st 1894. Together with a similar application form for Prince Boris
Lot: 50
Ephemera - 'Gallows Literature'
printed handbill dated April 1868
entitled 'Farewell to the world of
Richard Bishop who now lies
under sentence of death in
Maidstone Gaol for the murder of
Alfred Cartwright, printed on one
side of a sheet of paper approx
10x 8 ins.
estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 51
Ireland - Acts of Parliament group
of approx seven printed Acts of
Parliament relating to the Census
of Ireland together with extensive
printouts on the 1821, 1831 &
1841 censuses compared
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 52
Ireland - Sean O'Duffy scarce
printed handbill being a reprint of
a letter by Sean O'Duffy which
was written to the Irish
Independent on August 9th 1920
under the headline 'Curfew Law'
attacking the actions of British
Soldiers in Cork during the height
of the war against the IRA.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 53
Ireland - autograph - T P
O'Connor, Irish Nationalist,
journalist and statesman fine
portrait photograph of O'Connor
by Van Dyke, showing him in old
age half length, seated and
looking seriously towards the
camera. Signed and inscribed by
O'Connor on the mount
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 54
Autograph - military - the Battle of
Tel-el-Kebir remarkable
autograph letter signed by
General E B Hamley, dated
October 30th 1892 (a few month
before he died) commenting on
the Battle of Tel-El-Kebir and
somewhat bitterly referring to the
fact that the official version of
events did not give him the
accolades he thought he
deserved (something for which
he was noted in later life) '
I don't know if you care to tell your
brother, or if he cares to know -
but the Bird's Eye view of the
Battle in his paper is curiously
inexact, and as usual does wrong
to my unfortunate division. No
troops whatever attacked
between the Canal & my division
which attacked the centre of the
Egyptian lines just opposite the
part where the interior line of
works went back to Urabi's Camp
-all of which as you know I
captured...SIR [Garnet] Wolseley
is of course represented in the
front -the fact being that when I
attacked he was at least a mile
back in the desert and had no
more to do with the fight after the
night march began than you
had...it is quite a masterpiece of
error...'
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 55
Maritime - Dutch Wars naval
dispatch written on a single page
8vo dated December 16th 1832,
reporting on the strength of the
Dutch fleet in the Java Sea :
'...four small frigates of 34 guns
about 600 tons each, two
Corvettes of 18 Guns about 450
tons...'
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 56
Maritime - Dutch Wars fine
retained copy of a private naval
dispatch to Vice Admiral Sir John
Gore dated November 7th 1832
concerning a 'crisis with Holland'.
'...His Majesty has been advised
to lay an embargo on all
merchant ships and vessels
bearing the Dutch flag. Consider
the distance of your station and
still entertaining a hope that the
differences with Holland may be
speedily and satisfactorily
adjusted we have not thought it
prudent to direct you at once to give effect to the embargo but if the Dutch fit out privateers or capture a single British Vessell you must sweep the Indian seas of their flag...".

Lot: 57
Ephemera - Chess three books on chess, including ‘Chess by Milan Vukcevich’, with autograph dedication signed on inside cover, a copy of ‘Di Scwalbe’ with a chess problem by Von Herbert Ahues, signed and dedicated by him to front cover, and a copy of ‘The Two Move Chess Problem’, with ownership signature to inside cover and an ALS from Colin Vaughan discussing a particular chess problem.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 60
Autograph - military - Lord Raglan, Commander in Chief at the Crimea autograph letter signed ‘Fitzroy Somerset’ dated Horse Guards August 30th 1849 saying that there was no opportunities for Major Tudor at Chatham but he would see what he could do about it.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 58
Autograph - military - Lord Raglan, Commander in Chief at the Crimea autograph letter signed ‘Fitzroy Somerset’ dated Tarporley April 16th 1852 to Grey saying that he was sorry that his ill health had forced him to come home from India and also saying that the Duke [of Wellington] regretted that it was not in his power to nominate him for a position.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 61
Autograph - Postal History - Cardinal de Fleury letter signed with autograph subscription dated 1726 addressed to the Pope and thanking the Holy Father for the appointment to become a Cardinal.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 59
Autograph - military - Lord Raglan, Commander in Chief at the Crimea autograph letter signed ‘Fitzroy Somerset’ dated Horse Guards October 7th 1848 to ‘my dear General’ [Sir John Grey] telling him that a position is not likely to become vacant at an early period ‘our friend Sir Jasper Niches enjoys, I believe very good health and will I hope live many years’.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 62
Ephemera - theatre - printed sales particulars dated 1833 for an annuity or rent charge in the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden and ‘a renter’s share in the new and splendid Theatre Royal Drury Lane’ - both offering free admission to the theatres for 63 years. Printed on one side of a large folio sheet of paper with ms insertions showing what each lot was sold for.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 63
Ephemera - Charities Parliamentary Blue Book of correspondence concerning the exemption from tax of a number of charities dated 1865, with considerable information on their operation, finances etc.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 64
Astrology interesting letter dated 1857 on astrology: ‘I write in great hurry to tell you of the success of the information you gave me about your birth - do not ridicule the language of the stars. Mercury is Lord of the planetary hour - both of your birth & mine - it is their decree ... the same star rules the destiny of both...’
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 65
A 19th c comedian autograph letter signed by John Reeve Jnr the 19th c comedian dated October 27th 1848 to Robert Hunt of the London Gazette thanking him for his congratulations and accepting an offer to fill a gap (presumably a column in the paper) as his father had done.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 66
Popish Plot A Narrative and Impartial Discovery of the Horrid Popish Plot...by Capt William Bledloe, London 1679. Unbound 27pp folio plus a fine engraved portrait of Bledloe.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 67
Popish Plot The Tryals of Thomas Walcot, William Hone, William Lord Russell, John Rous & William Blagg for High treason for conspiring the death of the King and Raising a Rebellion in this Kingdom, London July 1683 (Wing T2265). Unbound 81pp folio
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 68
Popish Plot A True narrative and discovery of several very remarkable passages relating to the Horrid Popish Plot...London 1679. Unbound 40pp folio, with a fine engraved portrait of Miles Prance ‘discoverer of the Horrid Plot’
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 69
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 70
America 1794 ms document being the copy of the will of Major General William Edmiston dated January 1794 listing his various bequests but including vast areas of New York State such as Mount Edmiston, and the township of Belvidere. Written in English on 4pp folio.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 71
Canals -the Rochdale Canal two ms letters dated 1800 and 1802 respectively both concerning damages caused by the cutting of the Rochdale Canal -one to the Turnpike Road in Wadsworth, and the other concerning a farm.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 72
Ephemera -Manuscript songs mid 19th c four volumes of neatly written out ms songs dated c1846, ownership of Louisa Hunt, clearly fair copies for performance with piano accompaniment, decorative card covers, in good order.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 73
London Gazette approximately 10 issues of the London Gazette 1886/7, together with a copy of the will of David Poole of Knottingley, Yorks dated 1776
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 74
Highwayman -Captain James Hind No Jest Like a True Jest, being a compendious record of the merry life and mad exploits of Capt. James Hind the great robber of England...London 1674 -this being the reprint of this famous book brought out by Smeeton in 1817. Brown paper wrappers with pink title label, covers a little scuffed and evidence of water damage, 26pp 4to.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 75
Medieval Document - Peru 1602
fine ms document concerning a
Peruvian named Luis de Chavez
Pachco who is joining a
monastery. Written in Spanish
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 76
Medieval Document - Peru 1553
fine ms document dated 1552
concerning legal matters.
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 77
Staffordshire interesting letter to
Lord Archibald Hamilton with
details of the neglect to archives
in Sandon Hall, dated March 1st
1763 together with a sale notice
for land at Lower Tean dated
1829
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 78
Crime and Punishment good
group of documents including a
letter of 1835 concerning the
Police Bill about to go through
Parliament; a ms commendation
from the Assistant Commissioner
of Police to a woman who had
given valuable information about
criminals, dated 1910 and a ms
letter dated 1842 being an
application to be appointed the
Governor of the local Gaol in
Tewkesbury, Glos.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 79
Canals - Surrey good ms letter
sent to Colonel Leveson Gower
of Workingham, Berks dated
1808 concerning the sale of his
Rotherhithe Estate to the Grand
Surrey Canal Co for 2,079:
"...the company have also paid Mr
Ware on your acct for 11 months
interest on the above sum..."
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 80
Ephemera - Victorian Receipt a
particularly fine example of a
Victorian headed receipt, issued
by Day & Martin, proprietors of
the real Japan Blacking, dated
1876, and featuring a large
engraved view of their premises,
sent as a letter (penny red
stamp) to Mr John Hill of
Monmouth. Seal tears but
otherwise unblemished
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 81
Ephemera - Cricket the concluding
portion of a fine letter dated 1840
discussing cricket. Written by
Edward Smith to R Smith Jnr of
Upper Hall, Droitwich, Worcs. 1p
4to with integral address panel
featuring a good example of a
Penny Black stamp with three
distinct margins.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 82
Ephemera - Wales - inventory
fine ms inventory of the goods
and chattels of John Jones of
Cardiganshire - clearly a farmer -
listing a large qty of his goods,
written out in a neat hand on 1p
folio of a bifolium which also
features correspondence relating
to the inventory. Dated 1817.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 83
Ephemera - a souvenir of when
the Thames froze over printed
card bearing the legend : 'Printed
upon the Ice on the River
Thames February 5 1814' with
two verses about the event.
Evidence of previous mounting to
an album and a little browned but
otherwise good. Approx 5x3ins.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 84
Cholera fine ms letter dated 1835
discussing cholera. 3pp 4to.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00
| Lot: 85 | Science -Jean-Andre de Luc, leading Swiss scientist autograph letter signed dated Weymouth August 27th 1805 to the Rev Thomas Maurice, Assistant Keeper of Manuscripts at the British Museum, 3pp 4to with integral address panel. Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00 |
| Lot: 86 | Hampshire -maritime -Isle of Wight document appointing Captain Robert Kerr to be take charge of Coast Guard operations on the Isle of Wight, dated April 10th 1843. Partially printed document with ms insertions, signed to base by Admiral Sir Philip Hornby. 1p folio. Uncommon. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00 |
| Lot: 87 | Maritime -Admiral Robert Kerr group of documents relating to his career including Admiralty instructions regarding the carrying of dispatches in the West Indies, 1829, three lengthy letters form his mother dated 1837, a retained copy of a letter to the Earl of Mulgrave about his promotion and a printed certificate of character. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00 |
| Lot: 88 | Sussex -Lunatics fine archive of approx 22 early 19th c ms letters all relating to a patient named William Groom in the Private Lunatic Asylum in Ticehurst House, near Lamberhurst. Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00 |
| Lot: 89 | Industrial Revolution -autograph - Samuel Oldknow rare autograph letter signed addressed to Morris Lievesley Secretary of the Foundling Hospital, London (now St Bart's), with autograph endorsement signed with initials by Lievesley. 2pp 4to plus integral address panel, dated Mellor January 31st 1821. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00 |
| Lot: 90 | Napoleon -ephemera three rare broadsides issued in 1804 at a time when this country was under real threat of invasion by Napoleon. All in near mint condition, they include notice of a General Meeting of the Lieutenancy of the East Riding of Yorkshire to take the necessary steps for the general defence and security of the realm; a copy of the address and prayer at the height of the crisis and a copy of the articles of enrolment for the Grimston Yeomany Cavalry, East Yorkshire, set up to act as the last line of defence against the threat of invasion. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00 |
| Lot: 91 | Military group of seven military commission certificates charting the military career of Lt CF Kirby, who, after service lasting 54 years became the Accountant General of the War Department. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00 |
| Lot: 92 | Maritime -Naval -Admiralty Droits archive of approx 33 original ms documents dated 1850s, all relating to Admiralty Droits -the rights of the Admiralty to claim property and goods from certain wrecks. Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00 |
| Lot: 93 | Gibraltar two ms letters concerning trade in Gibraltar, one dated 1808 and the other dated 1844 Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00 |
| Lot: 94 | Crime and punishment interesting letter sent to the Dowager Duchess of Chandos dated March 25th 1749 discussing the arrangements for Courts Leet and Courts Baron and the appointing Constables on Manors. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00 |
Lot: 95
Portuguese Trade 1815 good letter dated 1815 to agents in Oporto, Portugal discussing trade to England. The letter mentions various ships, masters, crew etc.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 96
America - Circus - Van Amburgh - Brunel extensive ms letter written from New York and dated September 10th 1845 to London, 4pp 4to with integral address panel bearing the annotation 'Per Gt Western' [ie Brunel's transatlantic steamship the Great Western].
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 97
Railways two good early letters concerning railways including a letter of 1848 from a foundry concerning the manufacture of turntables for the Glasgow railway and a letter of 1846 concerning increased traffic on Scottish railways.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 98
Egyptology a rare double thick fragment of an ancient Egyptian textile measuring approx 4x5ins, probably the lower portion of the sleeve of a child's garment. The fabric, reddish-brown in colour is lightly sewn to a card captioned in ink 'Ancient Egyptian Woollen Textile ...from the Cemetery of Hawara... Age uncertain but probably New Kingdom.' Together with a registered envelope addressed to Mrs James Fields & Miss Jewett [the author Sarah Orne Jewett], postmarked 1890, with pencil inscription from Jewett 'I looked at these most touching most interesting things, what shall we do with them? S.O.J.'
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 99
Ephemera - Victorian Photo Album delightful personal photo album c1870s featuring a variety of original snapshots, some portraits and domestic scenes, clearly a high status home, together with photographic reproductions of various subjects, including the Royal Family, works of art etc, some ms entries, one a lengthy inscription in German. Good condition. 8vo.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 100
Ephemera - Victorian autograph album compiled by Clara Wurtzburg of Leeds in 1887 with a variety of ms entries presumably from friends and family, card pages some foxing but with some nice sketches etc.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 101
Antique Maps group of early 19th c including the map of the United States of America exhibiting the seat of war on the Canadian Frontier from 1812 to 1815 by Edward Baines Leeds, his map of the campaigns of the wars of the French Revolution, his map of Europe according to the Treaty of Vienna, his map of the French Empire of 1804, and a few other maps and prints.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 102
Gloucestershire - Yate good group of approx four 17th c indentures relating to property transactions in Yate, each with pendant wax seals, generally good condition, together with an early 19th c indenture on parchment also relating to Yate and an indenture on parchment dated 1860 relating to property in Clifton, Bristol.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00
Lot: 103
Ephemera - photo album - Devon
good snapshot photo album
c1905 with approx 42 prints each
approx 5x4ins, with views of
Devon including warships at
anchor at Plymouth, views of
Totnes, Dartmoor etc
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 104
India - North West Frontier group
of approx 20 postcard sized
original photographs showing
British troops on the North West
Frontier c1933/34 mostly
showing them marching across
barren terrain, as well as shots of
campaments etc.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 105
Ephemera - Postal History
collection of stamps, 1960s and
later mainly European issues
some Middle Eastern etc.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 106
Somerset group of approx eight
indentures on vellum mostly
1776, being property transactions
between the Dean of Wells,
Somerset and various people
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 107
Ireland small group of ephemera
relating to George Prescott, a
leading ophthalmologist in
Northern Ireland in the 19th
century
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 108
Ephemera - West Midlands -
Wolverhampton an original Manor
Court Roll in book form for the
Manor of Wednesbury 1780s,
weakness to bottom of pages
with some loss of words to some
pages, but generally good and
legible throughout
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 109
Staffordshire attested copy, probably contemporary of the
Grant of Swithamley with
Boundary thereof to William
Traford of Wilmslow, Cheshire,
in 1541. Document on vellum in
fine chancery hand, some
browning but in good legible
condition
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 110
Ephemera - Worcestershire -
Kidderminster 1669-1740 A
particular of the Royalties and
Chief Rents of the Manor of
Kidderminster Foreign belonging
to Adam Hough purchased by
him of Edmund Waller esq who
was Lord of a third part of the
Manor. Ms on 13pp 4to, bound in
part of an old parchment deed.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 111
Ephemera - London Gazette - The
Gurkha War 1816 issue of the
London Gazette for November
11th 1816 containing reports on
the Gurkha War with returns on
killed and wounded
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 112
Napoleon nine original issues of
the Liverpool Mercury, October to
January 1812-13 containing
bulletins of the Grand Army and
detailing the Battle for Moscow,
the burning of the City,
Napoleon's entry into the
Kremlin, the Kremlin mined and
blown up and the arsenal,
barracks and magazines
destroyed, Napoleon's eventual
defeat and the retreat from
Moscow etc, with a map showing
the Seat of War in Russia. Good
condition throughout.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00
Lot: 113
Italian merchants 17th c two ms letters dated 1625 & 1637 respectively written by Italian merchants concerning consignments, 1p and 2pp folio respectively in remarkably fine condition
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 117
Autograph -Literature -Rodden Noel - poet and biography of Byron autograph letter signed dated 1893 politely dealing with the somewhat substandard poems of his correspondent and offering to return them.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 114
Ephemera -London Gazette - Second Anglo-Burmese War 1852 four issues of the London Gazette for 1852 containing several lengthy and detailed reports from naval officers concerning the war, which resulted in the annexation of the province of Pegu which the British renamed Lower Burma -a typical example of the 'gunboat diplomacy' of the time and the draconian measures taken by Britain to expand its empire
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 118
Autograph -Guiseppe Garibaldi, Italian patriot and liberator fine autograph letter signed dated September 19th 1864 to 'Captain Keen', thanking the English officer for a beautiful yacht placed in his harbour.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 115
Ephemera -London Gazette - Borneo 1846 issue of the London Gazette for July 15th 1853 listing the prize money awarded to the Squadron of Sir Thomas Cochrane which attacked forts on Borneo in 1846 -showing how long it takes the Government to pay its dues!
Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 119
Autograph -Music -Charles Dibdin printed score of his song 'The Flowering Can' c1790, signed by Dibdin to bottom of first page, two sheets of music unbound, some browning and fraying at edges but otherwise good.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 120
London Magazine 1744 bound volume of the London Magazine and Monthly Chronologer for the year 1744, apparently complete with index to rear, in an 'as used' condition, some dusting and fraying to edges, evidence of some worming but generally in good order. Articles include the death of Alexander Pope, a 'first night' poem on the premier of Handel's opera 'Samson' with further poem on the unveiling of Handel's statue, the declaration of war against the French, and many more.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot: 121</th>
<th>Ephemera - travel diary 1890 entitled 'A Holiday Trip to Belgium August 1890 by Percy Morse Becher', comprising 150 typed pages, limp morocco covers a little distressed, interior contents good. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 122</td>
<td>Wales Album late 19th c containing a qty of original snapshots and postcard pics of various parts of North Wales, including Barmouth, Towyn, Harlech, Snowdonia etc etc, generally good condition. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 123</td>
<td>Greetings Cards album of greetings cards late 19th/early 20th c, many styles including chromo lithographs, clearly a sample book, in an 'as used' condition, but generally good. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 124</td>
<td>Autograph - science - Lyon Playfair autograph letter signed dated April 28th 1887 concerning the proofs of one of his scientific articles, together with a few printed articles by him. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 125</td>
<td>Ephemera - portraits A collection of 46 coloured lithograph portraits of various British Gentry, c1870s, including W H Smith, Alfred Tennyson, Thomas Carlyle, William Holman Hunt, Duke of Richmond, Duke of Sutherland, Archbishop of Canterbury, John Bright, Lord Cairns, Marques of Hartington, Titus Salt, Robert Browning, and others. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 126</td>
<td>Ephemera - Travel Album 1927 photo album with real photographs and picture postcards recording a cruise to the Baltic and Norwegian fjords in August 1927, interior contents good. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 127</td>
<td>Ephemera - South African Railways fine group of original snapshots of South African Railways, undated but probably late 1940s. Each is approx 2 x 2 ins and show scenes in the Transvaal, Johannesburg and Cape Province. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 128</td>
<td>Ephemera - autograph collecting the sales catalogue for a collection of autograph letters sold by Puttick and Simpson in 1861. Includes many fine pieces and provides a useful reference source. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 129</td>
<td>Royalty - Queen Adelaide, Queen Consort of William IV two ms account books being the personal accounts of Queen Adelaide, 18 &amp; 20pp folio respectively (two pages ripped out from one, and half a page torn out of the other - rest intact) dated from April 1844 to 1845 and from April 1847 to March 1848 (the year she died), with loosely inserted summary on a bifolium dated June 25th 1848. Both written in German. One has a letter tipped in being a letter of commendation for a personal servant to Queen Adelaide signed by E Ballinger, Housekeeper to the late Queen. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lot: 130
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles remarkable autograph letter significantly not signed [so that its author could not be identified if the letter were intercepted] from the British master spy William Augustus Miles to his principal contact Thomas Somers Cocks (in Downing Street) dated Paris, January 11th 1791, one page 4to with integral address panel -a secret letter sent by special messenger, which originally contained another secret letter: ‘...I wish you very much to deliver the inclosed yourself to your neighbour in Old Palace Yard [presumably the Prime Minister, William Pitt] whom I have requested to give you the answer... Sunday last was a day of terror, humiliation and sorrow to the clergy of this Metropolis, all the troops were under arms to preserve the ecclesiastics from the fury of the population resolved upon hanging them - the next Sabbath will produce a similar scene... this business I am afraid will accelerate civil war so ardently desired by the enemies of the revolution - they are in momentary expectation of a revolt in the South of France - the people are under arms. The disaffection is greatest at Marseilles to the new Government. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 131
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles the second half of an autograph letter signed to Thomas Somers Cocks, not dated. 3pp 4to with integral address leaf.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 132
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles autograph letter signed addressed to Biddulph Cocks & Co, dated July 29th 1789 - but clearly a clandestine letter containing a secret letter to William Pitt the Prime Minister: ‘...a coronation will certainly take place here next Spring - The Elector of Cologne is making great preparations & if this town will be crowded with Princes Counts & Barons without end... Mr Pitt's letter is to be sent to his House - pray do not forget it...’ Estimate: £150.00 - £300.00

Lot: 133
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles extraordinary autograph letter, significantly not signed, nor addressed, but dated Paris, January 27th 1791, three pp 4to. This letter bears no address panel, but has clearly been folded for transmission through the post, and presumably was sent as a secret insert in another. It was clearly sent to Cocks from a reference at the end.
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 134
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles extraordinary autograph letter, significantly not signed, nor addressed, but dated Paris, January 27th 1791, three pp 4to. This letter bears no address panel, but has clearly been folded for transmission through the post, and presumably was sent as a secret insert in another. It was clearly sent to Cocks from a reference at the end.
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 135
French Revolution - William Augustus Miles outstanding autograph letter signed to Cocks dated Paris February 14th 1791 - possibly the second half of a complete letter - though this is not clear, 3pp 4to with address leaf.
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00
Lot: 136
Scotland fine ms letter addressed to the Procurator Fiscal at Inverary, and dated Oban August 13th 1839 describing in detail how he was assaulted by a mob encouraged by a Mary McLauchlan who lived in his House: ‘...as I turned the corner of the House I was met or surrounded by a whole mob of fellows, the said Mary McLauchlan encouraging them to attack. This they then commenced by throwing stones at me, several of which struck me...’
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 137
Books - literature Extracts from the Diary of a Lover of Literature by T[homas]Green 1810.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 138
Miscellaneous ephemera carton including ms and printed ephemera, indentures etc.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 139
Ecclesiastical - a fine ecclesiastical manuscript volume being a large collection of annotations on religious texts plus index and appendices compiled by Timothy Mauleverer, dated 1743. Reverse calf binding in fine condition, with a contemporaneous newspaper clipping loosely inserted -this possibly used as a page marker.
Estimate: £1,200.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 140
Ephemera - aviation an early pilots' map of the North Atlantic dated 1928, showing the coastlines of both Western Europe and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA, with considerable information on wind conditions, ocean traffic etc etc. Issued by the US Hydrographic Office, printed on buff coloured paper in red, blue and black approx 38x26ins, some weaknesses in folds repaired but otherwise in good general order. Considerable text to verso concerning waterspouts, with some photographic examples.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 141
Miscellaneous group including a qty of provincial theatre programmes, some military photographs, copy of Illustrated magazine with the death of George VI, and other pieces.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 142
Science - radio engineering small archive relating to Thomas Blamires and his family concerning their experiments on electricity including electric lights and radio engineering 1880s to 1950s including an intriguing letter from Blamires to Thomas Edison concerning his developments into electric lights. The archive also includes photographs and drawings of developments made by Blamires and his family
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 143
American Army 1843 fine gossipy and extensive ms letter written by Simon Fahnstock, a 2nd Lieutenant in the American Army, 4pp 4to, closely written and cross written on three pages.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 144
Cholera interesting letter to Hercules Scott, Professor of Moral Philosophy at King's College, Aberdeen, dated 1832 commenting that the incidents of cholera in the kingdom appeared to have ceased but adding: ‘...I do not believe that all the cases reported were real cholera - the medical Gentlemen differ on the subject
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
| Lot: 145 | Autographs album page with affixed free fronts signed by Lord Sidmouth, Prince Paul Esterhazy (addressed to Sir William Hamilton), Viscount Exmouth and four others. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00 |
| Lot: 146 | Shropshire - Worfield/Stottesden extensive indenture on 14 sheets of vellum dated 1812 being a recovery for the Manor of 'Detton' (doubtless the modern day Ditton Priors) with 43 named and sized plots of land totalling 444 acres including Shoosley Farm, Hall Orchard Farm and Overwood Farm and many plots of land in Worfield, signed and sealed by all parties to base. Generally good condition. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00 |
| Lot: 147 | Dorset bound volume of approx 11 printed pamphlets relating to Dorset, all written by the Rev O P Cambridge and mostly relating to Bloxworth Church. Some signed by him with initials. Late 19th c. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00 |
| Lot: 149 | Lancashire - Sharples and Bolton archive of mss and typescript documents relating to the Longworth family including vellum documents relating to land at Sharples, and papers relating to Joseph Longworth and his daughter Hilda who was a school teacher. More than 100 separate documents 1875-1977 generally clean condition. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00 |
| Lot: 150 | Hampshire - Portsea document dated 1831 being the abstract of title to the Bricklayers Arms public House in Portsea, together with a bundle of 18th/19th inland revenue legacy receipts. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00 |
| Lot: 151 | Crime and Punishment - formation of the Police printed notice dated 1839 issued by the County of Northumberland asking for opinions as to whether a County Police Force should be formed, together with seven sheets of notes giving observations. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00 |
| Lot: 152 | Ephemera - London archive of deeds relating to Northumberland Mansions, St Mary-le-Bone, London, from its building in 1893 as part of the Portland Estate to 1979, including a probate for part of the property, two mortgage deeds, later mortgages and leases etc. Providing a fascinating insight into one of London's prestigious properties. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00 |
| Lot: 153 | Aviation three editions of the in House newsletter produced by staff members of the Supermarine Aircraft company (manufacturers of the Spitfire amongst many other wartime planes), dated 1927 and February and September 1928. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00 |
| Lot: 154 | Space Exploration - the Apollo-Soyuz Project an official Earth Observations Book from the Project, dated May 28th 1975, ring bound, American Quarto size, divided into 12 sections with appendices. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00 |
Lot: 155
Political cartoons - early 19th c
group of approx five cartoons,
each approx 16x11 ins, various
subjects
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 160
Diary - Isle of Wight - 1863 diary
covering the period January 1st
to October 28th 1863, written in a
neat hand mostly in ink but with
some entries in pencil.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 156
Political cartoons - early 19th c
group of approx five cartoons,
each approx 16x11 ins, various
subjects
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 161
Autographs and ephemera
collection including autograph
books, one containing the
signatures of Louis Wain and
Frederick Treves, a collection of
cabinet and c de v style
photographs (mainly portraits),
two privately printed theatre
scripts relating to Guys Hospital
(early 20th c), and a collection of
photographs including interesting
images of late 19th/early 20th c
shops.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 157
Political cartoons - early 19th c
group of approx five cartoons,
each approx 16x11 ins, various
subjects
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 162
Japan and the Philippines -
photographs collection of approx
77 photographs showing scenes
in Japan and the Philippines,
19th/early 20th c, some images
hand coloured. Scenes include
groups of English people with
locals, a study of a rickshaw
man, a cock fight, a military
funeral, House interiors,
Japanese villagers etc etc.
Various sizes up to 10x8 ins, all
laid to card album leaves.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 158
Political cartoons - early 19th c
group of approx five cartoons,
each approx 16x11 ins, various
subjects
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 163
Japan - Okinawa two fine and
extensive photo albums compiled
by an American GI in the
immediate aftermath of WWII
showing scenes in Okinawa,
Japan during the initial American
occupation of the island. The
albums chronicle an aspect of
WWII which is somewhat
uncommon on the market. It
appears that the GI married a
local girl, judging from some of
the snap shots which appear in
the albums.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 159
Political cartoons - early 19th c
group of approx five cartoons,
each approx 16x11 ins, various
subjects
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00
Lot: 164
Postal History extensive German stamp collection, with many examples from 1872 to 1947, including Third Reich. Collection includes individual stamps, both postally used and unused as well as a collection of covers.
Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 165
Autograph -military WWI - Kitchener, Field Marshal printed photographic portrait image showing him in full military regalia, boldly signed 'Kitchener 05' across the image.
Estimate: £120.00 - £160.00

Lot: 166
Autograph -military WWI - Sir John French, Field Marshal printed photographic portrait image showing him in full military regalia, boldly signed 'French' across the image.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 167
Autograph -military WWI - Sir Ian Hamilton, Field Marshal printed photographic portrait image showing him in full military regalia, boldly signed 'Ian Hamilton 05' across the image.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 167A
Autograph -military -Field Marshal Lord Roberts framed reproduction print of the portrait of Roberts by Singer Sargent showing him in full military regalia full length, signed by Roberts in pencil to base of image, framed and glazed overall dimensions approx 17x12ins.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 168
Autograph -military -group of signed printed photographic portraits including General Sir George White VC, General Cronje, Field Marshal Lord Roberts, Generals Lyttelton, Kelly-Kenny, Lord Chesham, Maj

Gen Knox, Joseph Chamberlain and others, including an image of the night charge of the 19th Hussaars near Lydenberg (during the Boer War) signed 'I participated in this event William Smith, Sgt...:' Approx 10 in all.
Estimate: £150.00 - £180.00

Lot: 168A
Military fine compilation of 17 silhouettes of cadets in the Hannover Feldjager Corps based in Minden dated 1845-47.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 168B
Military -shooting a fine example of a regimental shooting painting, picturing a stag with the various shots on target recorded by aluminium regimental cockades. There are some 88 of these on the painting.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 169
WWI -Royal Flying Corps fine collection of original snapshot photographs and documents relating to RFC Rigger John Underwood 1916-1919 including a series of six photographs of damaged planes which repaired, his demob papers dated 1919, a record of his training, an official handbook issued to Riggers and Air Mechanics dated 1916, and an official RFC technical handbook giving technical details of 13 then current types of combat planes, including the Bleriot Bi-Plane.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 170
WWI -Royal Flying Corps record book of 74th Squadron -London Colney, Royal Flying Corps, written out in a neat hand contained in a large folio ledger, fully filled, approx 245 pp, covering the period December 1917 to March 1918. Each section signed off by appropriate officer, legible throughout.
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00
Lot: 170A
WWI - The Surrender of the German Fleet a rare broadside entitles 'Der Tag' commemorating the surrender ceremony of the German Fleet to the British Navy at Scapa Flow on November 21st 1918, designed by Samuel Brooks RN and Clarence Burd, and printed in Glasgow.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 170B
WWI a fine set of approx 25 prints of WWI by the French artist Albert Copieux, in their original cloth folder. Each print measures approx 14x11 and each is individually mounted to paper backing for framing.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 171
WWI - poster issued by the Charity Commission explaining the War Charities Act 1916, text poster printed in black approx 22x17
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 172
WWI - The truth about German Atrocities, issued by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee 1915.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 173
WWI scarce flyer issue dated November 1914 advertising a lecture by James Reid entitled 'The Truth about the Great War'.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 174
WWI scarce leaflet dated July 17th 1916 - at the height of the Battle of the Somme - entitled 'Holidays and the War - The Measure of our Blood'. Written as an open letter to the munition workers by 'a wounded soldier'.
4pp 8vo.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 175
WWI fine autograph letter signed of First Lt J P Snook, US Army, to his wife in Athens, Pennsylvania, dated October 4th 1918 describing his actions. 2pp 4to on American YMCA note paper with original envelope.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 176
Staffordshire - the Sharehill Estate qty of mainly early 19th c ms invoices and receipts together with an account book for 1784-1830 relating to the upkeep of the estate. More than 100 separate documents.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 177
Shropshire - Wall under Heywood group of four indentures on vellum, early 19th c being conveyances for the estate of Wall under Heywood, Shropshire.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 178
Northumberland - Crime and Punishment group of four letters from Thomas Clennell, a magistrate, of Harbottle Castle, Northumberland, c1827 discussing law and order matters including a prisoner who had absconded from the local house of correction: '...I have directed the witnesses not to attend...as in all probability the fellow will not again look near this county. He, I understand was wanted at Carlisle for some crime which he had committed in the neighbourhood of that City and he was advertised on that account in the Bow Street Gazette...' he also describes a
Lot: 179
Ephemera -Marriage Settlement 1783 very large indenture on 14 sheets of vellum dated 1783 being the marriage settlement of William Peareth and Susanna Forster, both of Newcastle on Tyne, detailing all the lands, property, money etc which were to be part of the marriage, including estates in Warwickshire. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 180
Durham -will and probate very large indenture on 19 sheets of vellum (20 revenue stamp) being the will and probate of Susanna Peareth of Usworth House, Durham, detailing all her considerable bequests. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 181
Buckinghamshire -Verney Estates large ms document on 102 pp large legal folio c19th c being an abstract of title of the estates in Buckinghamshire of Sir Harry Verney, together with a few related documents. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 182
Coaching autograph letter signed by John Randall, a leading coach maker at the end of the 18th c addressed to the doctor of the Queen of Prussia, dated June 30th 1789, sending a receipt (no longer present) and adding that if there are any more commissions he would be pleased to oblige. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 183
Literature -poetry New Oxford Poetry 1937, edited by Nevill Coghill and Alistair Sandford and featuring the poems of 29 poets all of whom were students at Oxford at the time. Number 7 of 50 copies printed on large paper, signed by all contributors on the limitation page. One blemish to cover but otherwise in good condition. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 184
Wedgwood edition of The World newspaper dated February 21st 1787 with considerable coverage to the meeting of the Chamber of Manufacturers which had Josiah Wedgwood as its President, with two very extensive dispatches by him. Newspaper a little worn but in acceptable condition, together with an edition of Reynolds's Newspaper for January 19th 1873 with extensive reports on the death of Napoleon III. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 185
Military two partially printed documents with ms insertions being the monthly returned for the Fifth Regiment of Infantry at Chatham for the months of March and September 1854. Both documents 4pp folio. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 186
Photographs -Cornel Lucas Shooting Stars, The English Group, Bath 2005. Fine collection of plates of celebrity portraits by Lucas, black cloth binding in black cloth cover slip case. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 187
Gloucestershire -Coley deed of exchange of lands under the certification of the Inclosure Commissioners between the Earl of Berkeley of Berkeley Castle and the Rev Sir George Prevost of Stinchcombe, Glos, and John Wallington of Crudwell, Wilts of several parcels of land in the Parish of Coaley, Glos, 1p on parchment with affixed red wax
Lot: 188
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 189
Railways - Liverpool and Manchester Railway 1831 coloured print showing Rainhill Bridge, taken from Acherman's famous views of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway - one of the first to depict railways.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 190
Railways - Liverpool and Manchester Railway 1831 coloured print showing warehouses at the end of the tunnel towards Wapping, taken from Acherman's famous views of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway - one of the first to depict railways.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 191
Gloucestershire - Little Rissington - Poor Rates. Important group of three poor rate books covering the period 1857-58 and 1865-67, containing the names of occupiers and owners of property, with name or situation and acreage of the property, rental value, rateable value and rate assessed.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 192
Girl Guides an autograph book compiled by Heath Joyce, a member of the 1st Buckingham Palace Guide Company at the 1937 Coronation Imperial Camp.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 193
Nelson - Battle of the Nile two editions of The Times, dated October 3rd 1798, containing Nelson's dispatch announcing the victory at the Battle of the Nile. The edition also carries an extensive report on a rebellion in Ireland.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 194
Newspapers group of vintage newspapers including two editions of the Morning Chronicle of 1831 containing numerous interesting reports including a debate on the abolition of slavery, a report on a Highwayman, a report on an early cricket match between the MCC and Suffolk etc, together with an early facsimile of the Times carrying the Waterloo dispatch, and a cyclostyled copy of a report by Richard Dimbleby of the lying in state of George VI
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 195
Photograph cabinet style photograph by S Goodair of Heckmondwike, showing four young women in domestic uniforms. It has been suggested that the figure to the right is a young Florence Nightingale.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 196
Photographs a series of approx 21, 5x4in snapshots taken at an open air rock concert showing the various bands performing. Some captioned to verso.

Lot: 197
Ephemera - scrap album large album with a considerable amount of original photographs, printed pictures postcards, greetings cards and signatures, mostly relating to the Royal Navy in the 1930s, but with many other aspects.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00
Lot: 198
A statesman's life - ephemera - scrap album a particularly fine scrap album charting the entire life of Paul Odgers CB OBE TD, who became a senior civil servant during the 1970s. The album charts his life from birth with photos of him as a baby and a small child, through his school career, and then into the Army during WWII -there is an original photograph of Montgomery, and a cyclostyled document which has been signed with initials by Montgomery. The rest of the album contains a wealth of ephemera including invitation cards from various bodies including the Royal palaces, photographs etc etc. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 199
China and the Far East photo album compiled by a sailor from HMS Hermes - the navy's first purpose built aircraft carrier - with approx 20 snapshots taken in China, and with other shots taken in Japan and the Phillipines. Shots include local customs, people etc. Some captions to verso. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 200
Aviation a fine photo album probably compiled by an RAF engineer showing a variety of inter war RAF planes - many of which crashed on Salisbury plain. A group photograph at the beginning of the album suggests this was compiled by a member of 9 Flight, C Squadron IFTA at Netheravon. Approx 82 photographs in all, various sizes, all good strong images - including some aerial shots both of formations of planes and solos, some shots showing engineering work etc. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 201
Naval series of approx 11 b&w photographs of naval ships c1930s including HMS Lion, HMS Monarch, HMS Thunderer and HMS King George, all taken at Portland Harbour, various sizes from 16x8ins up to 17x13ins, blemishes to three but others strong images. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 202
Autograph - Dwight D Eisenhower, President of the USA fine signature in ink on a page from a French visitor book containing a variety of other signatures of dignitaries, diplomats etc, mostly European. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 203
Autograph - Pauline Viardot, 19th c Mezzo Soprano and close friend of Chopin autograph sentiment signed dated 1898 contained in a fine autograph book compiled by Annie de Mauritz in Lausanne in 1873 containing a wealth of contributions including poetry, musical quotations, comments, prose etc, and also featuring a long passage by Tourgenev addressed to Pauline Viardot, together with three other volumes compiled in Italian by Annie de Mauritz. Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 203A
Anti Capitalists rare poster issued in the 1930s by the Non Party - a sort of cross party alliance - aimed at attacking the appalling poverty which was experienced by large sections of the community, with arguments eerily reminiscent of those which are being put forward today against the bankers. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 203B
Anti Capitalists - the Green Shirts edition of the Green Shirt paper Attack No 32 dated 1935. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 203C
Anti Capitalists - the Green Shirts rare poster issued by the Green Shirts announcing that 'Social Credit is coming' and featuring photographic illustrations of marching bodies of men.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 209
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Dearborn Independent, issue no September 17th 1921 'How the Jew Use Power -by an eyewitness' etc...
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 204
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 210
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Dearborn Independent, issue no September 25th 1920 'The All-Jewish Mark on Red Russia' etc
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 205
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Hidden Hand or Jewry Uber Alles, Volume 2 February 1921 - January 1922 with loosely inserted Goy cartoon.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 211
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Dearborn Independent, issue no November 17th 1923 'What of Palestine's Future?' etc.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 206
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Bridghead, Organ of the British Empire Party, No 1 August 1st 1951, 4pp 4to.
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 212
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Dearborn Independent, issue no November 10th 1923 'Have British Failed the Jews in Palestine?...' etc
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 207
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion, Britons Publishing Society 1934. Buff coloured paper wrappers, some slight foxing to wrappers and a few papers, not appearing to affect text.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 213
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The British No 1 dated September 15th 1937. Rare.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 208
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Dearborn Independent, issue no July 9th 1921 'How Jewish International finance functions' etc...
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 214
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Fascist No 90 dated November 1936
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00
Lot: 215
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Examiner, no 6, April-May 1938 - a New Zealand fascist paper. Rare.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 216
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Der Stürmer - edited by Julius Streicher, No 17, April 1937 - perhaps the most notorious of all anti-Semitic papers. Portion torn from front page not affecting text.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 217
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Der Stürmer - edited by Julius Streicher, no 45 November 1936, fraying to edges and centre fold.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 218
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Free Press, no 2 November 1935.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 219
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
The Jewish Method of Cattle Slaughter, by Arnold Leese, 8pp 8vo.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 220
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
A plot for the World's Conquest, published by the Britons Publishing Society - basically a precise of the Protocols of Zion.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 221
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Zionist Wall Street, an American publication reissued in the UK by the Britons Publishing Society
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 222
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Refugees before Britons! - pamphlet issued by the Militant Christian Patriots.
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 223
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Hitler and the Jews and the Communists - Australians Awake!
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 224
Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
-Oswald Mosley original b&w 9x7 photograph showing Mosley seated with a Blackshirt member in uniform talking to him. Folded presumably for publication.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00
| Lot: 224A | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
- Oswald Mosley Tomorrow We Live
- privately printed, copy number 144, signed by Mosley
to frontispiece photograph of him.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00 |
| Lot: 229 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Combat, the official organ of the British National Party
no 37 January - March 1966 proclaiming amongst other things
that if Ian Smith fails in Rhodesia ‘civilisation dies in Africa’.
Estimate: £25.00 - £35.00 |
| Lot: 225 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
Plain English No 88 March 11th 1922. This was the publication
founded by Lord Alfred Douglas, friend of Oscar Wilde.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00 |
| Lot: 230 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
A Real Case against the Jews, a 1928 pamphlet issued by the
Britons Publishing Society
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00 |
| Lot: 226 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
four editions of Candour, a remarkably late Fascist
publication dated 1961, each featuring front page articles by
one of the leading 1930s fascist writers A K Chesterton, cousin of
the author G K Chesterton.
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00 |
| Lot: 231 | WWII - Nazi Propaganda leaflet
featuring some of the sayings of Adolf Hitler, under the general
title [trans.] The Fuhrer Speaks.
Printed on both sides of a single leaf of paper 8vo.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00 |
| Lot: 227 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
- Arnold Leese an original typescript with autograph corrections by Leese entitled
‘Additions to Jewish Press Control’, an article he had written for publication.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00 |
| Lot: 232 | WWII - Nazi propaganda poster
printed in blue with a rousing message from the words of
Frederick the Great. Good condition, and in its original
transmission tube showing that it was issued in Vienna in 1941.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00 |
| Lot: 228 | Fascist and anti-Semitic literature
- Arnold Leese typewritten letter to Leese by someone only signing ‘WRS’ clearly for security
purposes. Dated November 8th 1950, the letter sets out the
number of Jews removed from power in the Soviet Union and
those who remained in power, as well as similar information on
other Soviet block states.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00 |
| Lot: 233 | WWII group of five miniature propaganda books produced by the Nazis profiling German
military figures: Kurt von Briesen, Gunter Schwartskopff,
Georg von Neufville, Kurt Christel and Otto Lancelle.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00 |
Lot: 234
Nazi Propaganda three copies of Frauen Warte, the official publication for Women in Germany, dated 1939/40.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 235
Nazi Propaganda Deutsche Jugendburg - the Nazi propaganda publication for infants - this was aimed at pre-Hitler Youth children - so it was full of stories for children - and of course fine portraits of Hitler and his gang! Rare.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 236
WWII - propaganda handbill issued by the Germans, no date, issued to British troops suggesting that they had three options in fighting - one to become wounded for life, two to die or thirdly 'to take your fate in your own hands' (ie to desert). With illustration of an allied cemetery to verso with the headline 'Opportunity No 2'.
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 237
WWII - propaganda British issue A4 sized leaflet intended for German troops with on the one side a photograph of the Nuremberg rallies and with the title [trans.] '1930 who was wanted by the lightning war?' and on the other side a photograph of allied bombers with the title [trans.] '1944 who will lose the world war?'
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 238
WWII - propaganda British issue in both French and Flemish intended for the people of Belgium giving news of three large German defeats including the sinking of the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and Tirpitz, with the overall headline [trans.] 'Military defeat/Moral defeat/Total defeat - here are the three new German defeats'
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 239
WWII - propaganda handbill, German issue in July 1944 intended for British troops with the headline 'POWs are well treated' and with an illustration captioned 'German soldier giving first aid to a wounded allied soldier' and featuring excerpts from alleged letters home from POWs saying what a jolly time they were having in their German accommodation: '... the Germans as always have treated me very well and I have met very many fine young fellows amongst them - it seems to terrible that we are fighting against one another...'
(Sapper K Thompson of Hull).
Estimate: £40.00 - £70.00

Lot: 240
Nazi Propaganda Freude und Arbeit [Joy and Work] large scale colour and multi language magazine aimed at showing what a jolly bunch of fellows the Nazis were, with fine graphics. This dates from February 1938.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 241
Nazi Propaganda Freude und Arbeit [Joy and Work] large scale colour and multi language magazine aimed at showing what a jolly bunch of fellows the Nazis were, with fine graphics. This dates from June 1939.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 242
Nazi Propaganda The Denshaw Horror and other colonial atrocities by George Bernard Shaw, Berlin 1940. Original paper covers, 61pp 8vo, with Nazi issue rubber stamps to inside cover, title page and back inside cover.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00
Lot: 243
Nazi Propaganda Britain's Stranglehold in Egypt, by Paul Schmitz, Berlin 1940, No 4 in the 'Britain Unmasked' series.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 244
Nazi Propaganda The Case of the 'Athenia' by Adolf Halfeld, New York 1940. White card wrappers, 53pp 8vo.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 245
Nazi Propaganda Liberty Art Nationhood, by Adolf Hitler, being three addresses to the 7th National Socialist Congress in 1945, buff coloured card wrappers, 79pp 8vo. Good condition.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 246
Nazi Propaganda Speech by the Fuhrer and Chancellor of the German Reich before the Reichstag on April 28th 1939, draft translation issued by the Anglo-German Information Service, Parliament Street, Whitehall, London. White card wrappers, 39pp 8vo.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 247
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 248
Nazi Propaganda an original printed schedule for the infamous 'Germany Calling' broadcasts of Lord Haw-Haw and others covering the period September 22nd -28th 1940 -perhaps the darkest days of the war.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 249
Nazi Propaganda Which Road to Peace ? handbill issued by the Peace Pledge Union.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 249A
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 249B
Nazi Propaganda -V1 Rockets cyclostyled sheet entitled 'When will it stop ?' being a German propaganda leaflet based on the threat of V1 'flying bombs'.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 249C
WWII -Nazi propaganda edition of the Juustrierter Beobachter, entitled 'Englands Schuld' (England's Responsibility), featuring a colour graphic showing a Boer War era corporal sitting on a chair being borne along by downtrodden colonial figures.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00
Lot: 250
WWII - Dr Leonardo Conti - war criminal copy of 'Behring zum Gedachtnis' (to the memory of [Emil von] Behring) Berlin 1942, signed by Conti on a page featuring a photograph of him showing him making a speech.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 251
WWII - Autograph - Baldur Von Schirach, Head of the Hitler Youth Movement, war criminal bold signature to verso of a picture postcard showing the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 252
WWII - Herman Goering postcard sized b&w photo showing Goering with his wife and child signed by him across the image, and inscribed to verso 'Christmas Greetings from Herman Goering and Emmy Goering'
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 252A
Hitler and Hindenburg pencil sketch of the faces of Hitler and Hindenburg, dated May 1933, Lustgarten.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 253
WWII - Internment of suspected collaborators It might have happened to you! Special report by 'The Word' on 18B - the Government order for internment of British fascists and others who were considered to be dangerous to national security and/or collaborators with the Germans. In an 'as used' condition, but legible throughout, 39pp.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 254
WWII - Banning of political uniforms Public Order Act 1936 to prohibit the wearing of uniforms in connection with political objects and the maintenance by private persons of associations of military or similar character and to make further provision for the preservation of public order on the occasion of public processions and meetings and in public places. Printed Act of Parliament dated December 18th 1936.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 255
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 256
WWII - anti Hitler publications two pamphlets issued by the 'Friends of Europe' attacking Hitler, the first by a German Diplomat entitled 'Hitler - Germany and Europe' and the second, by J L Garvin of the Observer entitled 'Hitler and Arms'.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 257
WWII - Christmas Tree a miniature Christmas Tree issued to German Front Line Troops during WWII, measuring approx 8ins tall, with loosely inserted printed sentiment. In original cardboard box. Fine condition. Rare.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00
Lot: 258
WWII Krieg in Westen (War in the west), magazine format with many photographs and text etc. 
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 259
WWII small group of books etc including a training manual for the German infantry, an original campaign map of part of France with defence lines printed and some ms markings, a 1941 diary (German) and a German soldier's record book. 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 260
WWII Deutschland Erwacht (Germany Awakes) good copy of one of the best of the Nazi 'sticker books', in good condition and with dust jacket (unusual), dj has a few blemishes but is generally good. 
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 261
WWII copy of the Adolf Hitler 'sticker book', orange boards, with some minor staining, interior appears complete and in good order. 
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 262
WWII Mit Hitler im Westen (With Hitler in the West), Hoffman production with many photographs of Hitler's successful invasion of France. Softback with paper pictorial wrappers a little frayed but otherwise in good order. 
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 263
WWII Hitler wie ihn keener kennt (The unknown Hitler), by Hoffman Softback with paper pictorial wrappers a little frayed and dusty but otherwise in good order. 
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 264
WWII -German Navy Jahrbuch der Deutschen Kriegsmarine 1941 (Yearbook of the German Navy 1941). 197pp, illustrations in text etc, generally good condition. 
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 265
WWII - Albert Speer Das Bauen im Neuen Reich (The buildings of the new Reich) many photographic illustrations with text, good copy with dj present. 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 266
WWII - Albert Speer Neue Deutsche Baukunst (The new German art building), 96pp folio, cream coloured boards, good condition throughout. 
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 266A
WWII - 1939 German photo album - Hungary Vienna Munich a unique selection of 107 black & white photos & 15 postcards charting the 1939 cycling holiday of two friends "Pucki & Schnucki" as they journeyed from Bratislava via Vienna, Berchtesgaden, Innsbruck, Munich Linz & home, photographing Nazi soldiers, Nazi memorials etc. A fantastic idyllic photographic journal of the last days of peace before the horrors of WW2. 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00
Lot: 267
WWII - U Boats and the German Navy Methode und lage des seekriegs (method and location of sea warfare), 1940, pictorial paper wrappers, a little frayed, interior contents in generally good condition.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 267A
WWII Military Photos - 5 large military photos, include Yorkshiremen Rout Japs, 1944; The 36th Divisions advance to Mawlu, Chinese soldiers advancing through ruined streets of Tengchung aided by Y-Force Operations Staff, 1944; Capture of Meiktla, by men of Punjab Rifles advance undercover, 1945; Bombay Explosions, 1944. Each measure 26cms x 20cms.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 268
WWII - German Army Blume die Führungsstruppe der Wehrmacht (a guide to the elite of the German Army), hardback with dj (very minor chipping to top of spine of dj) otherwise in good order throughout.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 269
WWII - A German Soldier collection relating to a German soldier called Wilhelm Siemon, including certificates, training manuals, training papers etc etc, and a copy of the brief guide to the Nazi Party by Dr Daunderer (author signed).
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 269A
WWII - Hitler Youth an unused application form for the Hitler Youth, printed on one side of an A5 oblong sheet of paper. Good condition.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 269B
WWII - German POWs fine group of original sketches with related ephemera executed by a German POW at Wilton Park POW Camp in England, with some sensitive watercolours showing the camp huts, a pencil drawing showing the huts arranged in woodland, a watercolour of a crow sitting on the perimeter fence, a watercolour of a sunset with the perimeter fence in the foreground, a copy of the camp magazine (in German), a copy of an English bulletin on re-education of occupied Germany, a photograph of a British officer, doubtless the Camp Commandant.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 269C
WWII - Original Art - L B Martin fine WWII original cartoon by Martin showing a lion sitting on top of a tank in the desert with the caption 'We', we'd better go up to the enemy's position, Arthur and let them have a pot at him'
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 269D
WWII - Renee Charron three 'pin up' glamour prints by Charron produced during WWII - which boosted morale amongst the troops. Included is a reclining nude girl looking lovingly (and somewhat provocatively) at an RAF cap she is holding (approx size 14x8ins), a girl being pursued by a Cupid and in her rush showing a good deal of leg while losing her gas mask, torch and map up, with the title 'Take Cover' (approx 11x8ins), and a reclining girl shooting perfume spray at a cupid figure who as a result is losing his arrows under the title 'Anti Aircraft' (approx 10x9). All framed and glazed.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00
Lot: 269E
WWII - The Raid on Monte
Casino a British 1:100,000 scale
military wartime map of Monte
Casino together with a group of
ephemera, books etc.
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 270
WWII - The Holocaust - Ghetto
Money rare group of seven metal
coins issued to inmates of the
notorious ghetto in Litzmannstadt
including 5, 10 & 20 marks
denominations.
Estimate: £350.00 - £450.00

Lot: 269F
WWII - Verdict at Nuremberg
edition of the Evening News for
October 1st 1946 with the front
page devoted to the verdicts on
the leading Nazi war criminals at
the Nuremberg Trials. In good
condition.
Estimate: £20.00 - £50.00

Lot: 271
WWII - The Holocaust -
Concentration Camp Money
group of three banknotes issued
in Westerbork Concentration
Camp. Good condition.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 269G
WWII - End of the War a rare
edition of a Russian Newspaper
'Pravda Ukraina' dated May 9th
1945 with the headline [trans.]'
'Today Holiday of Victory' and
featuring a large portrait of Stalin,
together with another Russian
newspaper dated May 8th 1945,
the last day of fighting.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 272
WWII - The Holocaust two Nazi
issue banknotes containing anti-
Semitic slogans. Good condition.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 269H
WWII - End of the War original
painting in oils on canvas by Yuri
Yatchenko entitled 'The
Capitulation' and showing the
Nazi high command leaving the
meeting with the Allied powers
after signing the documents of
surrender ending WWII, initially in
Cyrillic to lower right and signed,
titled and dated in Cyrillic to
verso. Framed, approx 31x 23ins.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 273
WWII - The Holocaust - Ghetto
Money group of five banknotes
issued in the notorious
Litzmannstadt ghetto. Good
condition.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 269J
WWII - An American Airmen
small archive relating to USAF
airman Harry J Naegele, a radio
operator with the ferrying service,
including his US Silver 'Wings',
air medal, various ribbons, his
RAF 'Wings', his hand written log
detailing almost 1700 hours of
missions, a completely captioned
wartime photo album covering his
career with diary like listing of his
service history, his initialled
service briefcase filled with
restricted documents of his ops in
the Pacific and other ephemera,
and his wartime tunic with
insignia etc and a US flag which
covered his coffin when he died.
Estimate: £750.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 274
WWII - The Holocaust typewritten
letter dated Berlin October 20th
1943 to Moses Birnbaum, and
issued from the office of the
Reichsanwaltschaft (the
Prosecutor's Office), saying that
there was no legal possibility of
any case against his removal.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00
Lot: 275
WWII - The Holocaust brief letter written on a postcard from Ravensbruck concentration camp dated April 25th 1944
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 276
WWII - The Holocaust a rare example of a letter written from Litzmannstadt ghetto which has been both censored and then finally refused.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 277
WWII - The Holocaust a letter written from Buchenwald Concentration Camp - written on the pre-printed form which laid down the rules as to what could and could not be said.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 278
WWII - The Holocaust a letter written from Dachau Concentration Camp - written on the pre-printed form which laid down the rules as to what could and could not be said.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 279
WWII - The Holocaust a letter written from Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp - written on the pre-printed form which laid down the rules as to what could and could not be said.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 280
WWII - The Holocaust a letter written from the Theresienstadt Ghetto in Czechoslovakia - written on a postcard.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 281
WWII - The Holocaust remarkable group of four items showing the passage of a prisoner through three concentration camps, including three receipts for his parcels issued at three concentration camps and a letter written from Buchenwald - written on the pre-printed forms which laid down the rules as to what could and could not be said.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 282
WWII - The Holocaust a letter written from the Theresienstadt Ghetto in Czechoslovakia - written on a postcard.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 283
WWII - The Holocaust typewritten letter written from Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp dated November 15th 1942 informing Frau Berg of Munich that her son had recently died of dysentery in the camp, but there was no need to worry as they were going to cremate him free of charge!
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 284
WWII - The Holocaust an original identity card for a Jewish worker issued at Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp. Bearing a b&w picture of her and signed by her. Extremely rare.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00
| Lot: 285 | WWII - The Holocaust | Arbeitsbuch fur Auslander (work book for a foreigner) issued to a Jewish worker from Lithuania, with his picture, and record of his work. Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00 |
| Lot: 286 | WWII - The Holocaust | "Bon France" a remarkable French anti-Semitic pamphlet 16pp 12mo, featuring somewhat crude cartoons each with an anti-Semitic verse. This was produced by the Vichy government and intended for consumption by French Children. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00 |
| Lot: 287 | WWII - The Holocaust | Two German anti-Semitic leaflets, probably early 20th c, one featuring a cartoon. Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00 |
| Lot: 288 | WWII - The Holocaust | Rare printed form being the interrogation of a Jewish Doctor based in Warsaw. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00 |
| Lot: 289 | WWII - The Holocaust | Four typewritten documents on the printed forms of Ev Nicolai & Co in Vienna, dated May - December 1944, relating to the expropriation of property belonging to Eugen Rothschild. Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00 |
| Lot: 290 | WWII - The Holocaust | Two anti-Semitic cartoons taken from 19th c publications. Estimate: £90.00 - £120.00 |
| Lot: 291 | WWII - The Holocaust | Das Lied vom Levy (The Songs of Levi) Nos 1-6, possibly a complete run of this rare 19th c German magazine featuring anti-Semitic illustrations and verse. Estimate: £300.00 - £350.00 |
| Lot: 292 | WWII - The Holocaust | Remarkable group of three commercial letters issued by German firms 1936-1939 assuring customers that they were completely free of Jews and that they only had an Aryan workforce. Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00 |
| Lot: 293 | WWII - The Holocaust | Two portraits of Jewish boys executed in charcoal on paper, both approx12x8ins, both framed and glazed (neither examined out of frame). Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00 |
| Lot: 294 | WWII - The Holocaust | The personal anti-Semitic Library of Walter Griphan who committed suicide at Nuremberg in May 1945 before he could be tried for his crimes. During WWII, Griphan was an SS brigade leader and in 1941 Commander of the Order Police in occupied Lublin - one of the worst places for Nazi atrocities against the Jews. The collection comprises approx 76 booklets gathered in 9 volumes. Verschiedene Auflagen. Various editions. Verschiedene Druckorte, 1862-1938. Uniforme HLwd. Uniformly bound with spine title "Judaica" and part numbering. Estimate: £4,000.00 - £6,000.00 |
Lot: 295
WWII -autograph -Julius Streicher, one of the worst anti-Semitism rare typewritten letter signed dated July 15th 1938 to fellow party member Peter Schwinger, a farmer and Nazi activist who had been made Mayor of his village - the letter congratulates him on his promotion. Together with two certificates relating to Schwinger's promotion.
Estimate: £700.00 - £800.00

Lot: 299
Africa - Nigeria ledger of the Judicial Department Lagos, Nigeria for the three year period November 1889 - September 1893, written in various neat secretarial hands throughout on approx 450pp, boards detached but interior contents appear fine.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 295A
WWII -Espionage - copy of an FBI document dated 1953 reporting on an alleged German spy in America named Gunther Carl Wiegand (with aliases) but with an interesting ms note to verso indicating that he was in fact an FBI agent. With related documents.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 296
Book -ethnic peoples around the world Die Volker im Lebenskampf, Menschen der Altern und Neuen Welt, aus Polarland, Steppe und Tropenwald, Berlin 1934.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 297
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 298
Judaica a good example of a walking stick featuring a Jewish head.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 300
Autograph - Sir Winston Churchill typed letter signed to Herbert Samuel, dated 10 Downing Street, December 1951, thanking Samuel for his letter of December 3rd and adding: 'I am much obliged to Mr Isaac Foot and those present at the Gladstone Memorial Dinner for the kind message of congratulations. I also deeply value your own good wishes.' With salutation in Churchill's hand.
Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00

Lot: 301
[Churchill] interesting correspondence between Martin Gilbert and A S Baxendale c1990 discussing biographies on Churchill, with considerable discussion on historical facts relating to Churchill's political career, especially in its early days. The correspondence includes typed copies signed of Gilbert's letters to Baxendale and photo copies of Baxendale's letters to Gilbert, plus typescript extracts from works on Churchill with ms corrections and amendments.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 302
[Churchill] small collection relating to Churchill including a bw 10x8 photograph showing Churchill at a public meeting at the Woodford Conservative Association in 1954, framed and glazed with explanatory caption to verso, a tls of Clementine Churchill framed with a photograph of Churchill, and two minute books of the West Essex Conservative Club covering the period 1931-38.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00
Lot: 303
Ephemera - wallpaper pattern book good example, probably late 19th/early 20th c, elephant folio format, with many examples of finished designs laid down to album pages, and also with draft designs on tracing paper laid to pages.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 304
Maritime - Naval - photographs fine collection of approx 102 bw snapshot (all loose) showing a large qty of mainly naval vessels at sea, probably early 20th c.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 305
America 1844 fine series of approx eight ms letters dated January 1840-October 1844, the first five from William Dixon to his family in Maryport, Cumbria, with the other three appearing to be from his wife to her family in Cambridgeshire.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 306
Ephemera - Printed Tracts three printed tracts (c1840s) two on fairly flimsy paper but in generally good condition, including 'Treat for England' on awaiting a Royal Birth, and 'The Royal Little Dears Wants'.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 307
Autograph - literature - John Wolcot,
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 308
Autograph - maritime and naval- Sir Sidney Smith, Admiral fine autograph letter signed dated 1802 to the Rev Bower of Portland Place, Bath, saying that he was looking forward to visiting his correspondent and discussing arrangements for an event which was obviously of great importance as it was to involve the Duke of York and other members of the Royal Family. He also comments: '...I am at present so much occupied by the correspondence of my friend the Beys who naturally appeal to their comrade in arms on the recent melancholy development of Turkish perfidy...'. 3pp 4to, slight weakness in the folds and a few tears not affecting text.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 309
Autograph - Political small group of items including a typewritten letter signed by Lord Halifax dated March 3rd 1945, a tls of Violet Bonham Carter, an als of Jo Grimmond, a cyclostyled report on British agriculture by Astor and Rowntree and a copy of the Cyprus Pictorial of March 13th 1959 with report on the independence of Cyprus
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 310
Ephemera - Bookplate - Art and Artists - Aubrey Beardsley fine example of 'Mr Pollitt's Bookplate' designed by Beardsley. A sought after rarity.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 311
Autograph - Art and Artists - Augustus John autograph letter signed to Daniel George, dated February 20th 1951, 1p sm 4to. A good letter in which John mentions that he is working on a design for a mural decoration and praising George's work: '...I read your poem non stop. It left me gasping...'
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00
Lot: 312  
Slavery -West Indies -Jamaica printed official report by William Burge, Agent for Jamaica to the Marquess of Normanby, Secretary of State for the Colonies containing extensive and detailed reports and statistics on the state of the working of several named plantations in Jamaica, printed by the House of Commons dated March 27th 1839. Folio, 79pp.  
Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 313  
Slavery -Jamaica manuscript indenture on two leaves of paper, dated 1821 being the conveyance of two Negro slaves named Tom and Allick who belonged to plantation owner Andrew Giles who had just died. The parties to the indenture are Edward Hedley of the Parish of St James, county of Cornwall, Jamaica and George Gordon of the same parish. Written in neat legible secretarial hand, some tears and tape repairs but otherwise unblemished.  
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 314  
West Indies -Jamaica document on a single leaf of parchment dated 1877 being the probate of the will of Edward Everard Rushworth, former Governor of Jamaica. Fine example of the seal of the High Court of Justice  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 315  
Ephemera -photographs collection of approx 30 c de v photographs (mostly portraits), together with a few large scale photos, including a party playing croquet, and a scene of a large crowd outside the Victoria Hall, Bolton on its opening day in 1900. Also included is an original snapshot of George V at a public function, and two rather poetic letters from Cyril Asquith, fourth son of the Prime Minister.  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 316  
Methodists -Mary Fletcher important group of four autograph letters signed and one letter signed by Mary Fletcher, wife of the Rev John Fletcher of Madeley, Shropshire, friend and supporter of John Wesley and in his own right one of the founders of Methodism. The letters are dated from 1785 (shortly after the death of John Fletcher) to December 28th 1812, a few years before her own death.  
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 317  
Presbyterians -Oliver Heywood important series of 18 autograph letters signed, and four fragments of autograph letters signed by Heywood, and one autograph letter signed by his second wife Abigail 1685-1702, with one fragment noted as being written just nine days before his death. All written to Heywood's cousin James Lomax in Bolton.  
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 318  
Presbyterians -Oliver Heywood early 19th c transcript of Oliver Heywood's account of his father Richard Heywood, clergyman of Bolton, Lancashire. Written in neat hand on 22pp folio, with various further amendments, two pages of further notes tipped to paper wrappers, and with a further 2pp folio being the transcript of a love letter from Oliver Heywood to his wife.  
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 319  
Lancashire miscellaneous papers concerning the Rothwell and Howard Families of Lancashire, including genealogical notes on the family pedigrees, a 19th/early 20th c accounts book, various photographs etc.  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
Lot: 320
Ephemera - Science mid 19th c notebook containing 'various memoranda on astronomy, the weather, geology & science in general', written on approx 19pp 6vo, including a description of the Aurora Borealis seen at Uppingham in 1869 - a rare event so far south of the Polar regions. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 321
Olympic Games 1932 copies of the two German 'sticker' books produced to celebrate the 1932 Olympic games, many illustrations in the text. The two volumes cover the Summer and Winter games respectively. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 321A
Olympic Games 1932 copies of the two German 'sticker' books produced to celebrate the 1932 Olympic games, many illustrations in the text. The two volumes cover the Summer and Winter games respectively. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 322
Olympic Games 1936 the two volume 'sticker book' set devoted to the winter and summer games in 1936, Hitler's showpiece of Arian talent which was, for him, somewhat ruined by the outstanding performances by Jesse Owens, whom he famously refused to acknowledge. The winter games book is somewhat rare, while the summer games book, given the context of the Owens incident, is remarkably generous in its praise of his achievements. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 323
Palestine 1948 40 Commando RM in Haifa, January to June 1948. Compiled by the Intelligence Section 40 Commando RM with photographs by Marine D M Dilbert. Malta 1948. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 324
Palestine - Judaica - The Irgun. A printed pamphlet in Hebrew dated August 11th 1946 issued by the Irgun. 2pp folio, folds but in generally good condition, emblem of the Irgun to top of page 1. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 325
Palestine snapshot album containing approx 101 b&w snapshots showing Palestine in the 1930s, including shots of the conflict. Shots include one of the funeral of four Jews killed by Arabs, a wrecked train following a terrorist attack, various shots of British forces, including one of armoured vehicles and one of troops disarming Arabs at the side of the road, the troop ship Neuralia in dock at Haifa (it was subsequently sunk by the Italians in 1945), a bomb attack in Jaffa and Arab casualties following a battle with British troops. There are also many shots of local life in Palestine at the time. All shots appear to be good and unfaded. Some shots are clearly professionally taken 'souvenir' prints. Estimate: £400.00 - £500.00

Lot: 326
Judaica bound volume of 12 editions of 'Ost Und West' covering the year 1913. This was a German Jewish magazine covering a wide spectrum of interests. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 327
Palestine a fine snapshot album taken by a British soldier during the period of the great Arab Revolt between 1936 and 1939 with approx 170 snapshots showing various aspects of Palestine during that time - including shots taken at the funerals of four British policemen killed during the troubles. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00
Lot: 328
Palestine four copies of the Palestine News July 1918 to February 1919. This was the weekly newspaper of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force of the British Army in occupied enemy territory towards the end of WWI. The newspaper was founded in 1918. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 329
Boer War an important archive relating to Captain W S Carey, 2nd Battalion, Prince of Wales Own, West Yorkshire Regiment, Natal Frontier, comprising his personal photo album and a series of original pencil campaign sketches including a view of Spion Kop and the plain to Ladysmith. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 330
Korean War a rare copy of the US Intelligence Handbook No 65 dated August 16th 1950 prepared for the Korean War. Marked 'Restricted' 39pp 8vo, with paper covers, including text and folding maps, aerial photographs etc. In an 'as used' condition, but unblemished otherwise. Estimate: £400.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 331
Ireland - the troubles group of four pamphlets 1970s including three Republican and one Protestant, all in good condition, together with a copy of the official issue report 'Disturbances in Northern Ireland' issued by the Government in September 1969. Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 332
Ireland - the troubles two b&w 8x6 photographs showing a British army patrol in the streets of a Northern Ireland town, possibly Londonderry. It seems highly likely from the expressions of the civilians in the photograph that an incident has just happened - this is also indicated by the serious expressions of the soldiers, one of whom is carrying a sniper's rifle with telescopic sight. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 333
Travel - a Journey to Italy 1921 ms travel account dated 1921 charting a journey to Italy, written on 32pp, erosion to first two pages affecting several words but otherwise legible throughout. Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 334
Stereo cards four cards including a rare card featuring the ritual slaughter of goats for the Indian troops during WWI, two further WWI cards of marching troops and a card featuring an illustration from the American Civil War. Estimate: £10.00 - £20.00

Lot: 335

Lot: 336

Lot: 337

Lot: 338
Lot: 339
Stalin and the Soviet Union The death mask of Josef Stalin, cast in bronze, together with a casts of his right and his withered left hands.
Estimate: £3,000.00 - £5,000.00

Lot: 340
Stalin and the Soviet Union rare poster dated 1936 celebrating the record harvest of 1935. By Aminadav Kanevski, extolling the bumper Kolhoz (collective farm) harvests under Stalin's supervision. The poster shows ragged peasants gripped by the talons of a two headed eagle with the inscription 'How it was under the Tsar'. Framed, approx 37 x 24ins.
Estimate: £250.00 - £400.00

Lot: 341
Stalin and the Soviet Union - WWII rare Russian issue poster dated 1942 showing a train carrying troops to the front with the title [trans] 'Railwayman sees the train through to the front without delay'. approx 31 x 23ins
Estimate: £250.00 - £400.00

Lot: 342
Stalin and the Soviet Union rare poster issued in Kiev featuring the figure of Lenin dated 1982. By Vitali Fedorovich Bakin, issued by the Kiev Kabinet of Decorative Painters. Stamp to verso, approx 33x22ins, unframed.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 343
Stalin and the Soviet Union rare poster issued in Kiev featuring the figure of a miner, issued in 1984 to celebrate coal mining with flages and a miner holding extraction gun, issued by the Kiev Kabinet of Decorative Painters. Stamp to verso, approx 33x22ins, unframed.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 344
Stalin and the Soviet Union rare poster issued in Kiev featuring the heroes of the Ukraine, by Vladimir Terentev. Issued in 1984 to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the liberating troops of the Ukraine, issued by the Kiev Kabinet of Decorative Painters. Stamp to verso, approx 33x22ins, unframed.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 345
Stalin and the Soviet Union rare poster dated 1921 showing a Red Army soldier looking at his boots. The poster stresses the fact that equipment is in short supply and urges the soldier to take great care in looking after his property.
Estimate: £250.00 - £400.00

Lot: 346
Russian Revolution an extremely rare poster issued by the Bolsheviks during the Russian Revolution entitled 'Death to the Workforce' and aimed at the White Russians, and showing a figure clearly identified as a White Russian in the foreground being helped by interventionists and showing destruction and workers hanging from the gallows in the background.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 347
Royalty - Edward VIII, George VI and Queen Mary document signed by all three in lieu of George V, dated June 3rd 1929 conferring an OBE on Captain Herbert Craig, signed by Queen Mary and George VI (as Duke of York) to head and countersigned by Edward VIII (as Prince of Wales) to base. Unusual.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 348
Ephemera - Royalty - Edward VII rare souvenir print showing the Christsening of Edward VII on January 25th 1842, on card, a little wear but a very pleasing image.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot: 349</th>
<th>Ephemera - Royalty - Princess Victoria charming print on card showing the Chrstening of Princess Victoria, the Princess Royal, on February 10th 1841. Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 350</td>
<td>Ephemera - Royalty - the marriage of the Duke of Kent and Princess Marina two copies of the order of service for the event which was held on November 29th 1934, together with a share certificate for the Garland Steamship Co. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 351</td>
<td>Autograph - Royalty - Prince Charles Christmas card for 1980 signed 'Mr Paul, from Charles'. The card features a colour reproduction of one of Charles's watercolours. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 352</td>
<td>Autograph - Royalty group of pieces including a b&amp;w portrait of the Queen and Prince Philip signed to mount and dated 1980 - this has been damaged with abrasion across the signatures which nevertheless remain clear - a facsimilar of an autograph letter signed by Queen Alexandra sent in the wake of the death of Edward VII, and three other pieces. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 353</td>
<td>Autograph - Royalty - Prince Philip autograph note signed on a card, with an early signature, possibly when a schoolboy, card sent to Cheam School, together with a Christmas card signed by King Olaf of Norway. Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 354</td>
<td>Autograph - Royalty - Prince Philip signed piece together with two rare early photographs of him when he was a boy and two later photographs in his carriage driving gear. Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 355</td>
<td>Autograph - Prince Charles fine autograph letter signed 'Charles' to 'Trevor' [one of the gardeners at Highgrove], November 14th 1989, 2pp 8vo, sympathising with his correspondent's back injury : '...what a beastly nuisance...I do hope your back will soon recover. If it doesn't and you have continuing trouble with it, please let me know because I may be able to find someone who could look at it. I am always having trouble with my back &amp; so know all about the problem! My best wishes for a speedy recovery...with original envelope. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 356</td>
<td>Autograph - Prince Charles autograph letter signed 'C' dated April 28th [19]88 giving garden instructions : '...please could you make sure that the plants in the two extended beds in the small garden are watered with a sprinkler... 2pp oblong 8vo. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 357</td>
<td>Autograph - Prince Charles autograph note signed 'C' dated October 26th 1989 giving instructions concerning the 'By Appointment' roses, with autograph envelope signed 'C'. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot: 358</td>
<td>Autograph - Prince Charles two incomplete notes, one signed 'C' concerning gardening matters at Highgrove. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lot: 359
Autograph - Royalty - George V
A fine menu card issued by Trinity House on May 30th 1904 featuring vignettes of various scenes associated with Trinity House on the obverse including the Eddystone Lighthouse, a lightship at sea and the Voyage of HMS Ophir, and boldly signed to head 'George P, Master'.
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 360
Autograph - Royalty - Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson
A fine Christmas greetings card with inscription in Wallis's hand: 'A Happy Christmas and our best wishes for the New Year' signed individually 'Edward' and 'Wallis Windsor'. Fine condition.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 361
Autograph - Royalty - Edward VIII
A superb photographic portrait by Downey of the young Edward VIII showing him half length seated in Naval uniform, looking seriously to his right. Signed in the mount 'Edward 1911', in presentation folder bearing the Royal crest to cover.
Estimate: £700.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 362
India and the Punjab - Illustrated folio from a Sikh Manuscript, written in joined up Gurmukhi Script circa 19th century - Punjab or Lahore, with illustration to centre showing a group of warriors with a white horse. Highlighted in gold, in fine condition with vibrant colours. Framed and glazed, not examined out of frame. Approx 8x6 ins.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 363
India and the Punjab - Illustrated folio from a Sikh Manuscript, written in joined up Gurmukhi Script circa 19th century - Punjab or Lahore, with illustration to centre showing two groups of opposing warriors, four being archers on horseback. Highlighted in gold, in fine condition with vibrant colours. Framed and glazed, not examined out of frame. Approx 8x6 ins.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 364
India and the Punjab - Illustrated folio from a Sikh Manuscript, written in joined up Gurmukhi Script circa 19th century - Punjab or Lahore, with illustration to centre showing a group of warriors with a white horse. Highlighted in gold, in fine condition with vibrant colours. Framed and glazed, not examined out of frame. Approx 8x6 ins.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 365
India and the Punjab Sikh
An engraving of General Allard. General Allard was Maharajah Ranjit Singh's most loyal European general. With French text dated 1836.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 366
India and the Punjab Sikh
A rare publication by Ajoy Ghosh - 36 pages in English. 1946
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 367
India and the Punjab Sikh
A watercolour of Guru Nanak c1920. A watercolor of Guru Nanak, the founder of the Sikh religion. Measures 20cm by 15cm.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00
Lot: 368
India and the Punjab Drawing of Guru Gobind Singh 19th century. A fine drawing of the 10th Sikh Guru. Seated, with inscription. Old repairs c1840-1850. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 369
India and the Punjab Maharajah and the Kohi-Noor by Avtar Singh Gill 1982. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 370
India and the Punjab Rare Sikh Lahore Victor Jacquemont 1834. Letters from India - A Journey in the Tibet, Lahore and Cashmere. Lacking map. Published 1834 in the Life time of Ranjit Singh (5 years before his death). Lacking spine and front board loose - Volume 2 only. Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 371
India and the Punjab Early book on Lahore and the Sikhs in French 1840. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 372
India and the Punjab Sikh ceremonies by Jogendra Singh 1941. A rare title of the Sikh Ceremonies - Contents include: Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 373
India and the Punjab Rare Parliament paper - on Punjab land colonisation bill 1907. Presented to her Majesty. 46 pages Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 374
India and the Punjab Through the Sikh war: a tale of the conquest of the Punjab 1898 by G A Henty c1898. 383 pages - extensive account on Sikh wars and the Punjab with illustrations. Good condition - however loose from spine. A good reading copy. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 375
India and the Punjab Folklore in the legends of Punjab by Lieut R C Temple - 1899. Spine rather worn - good reading copy. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 376
India and the Punjab Guru Nanak Ji by Ernst Trumpp 1876. Very Rare - Nanak der Stiffer der Sikh Religion. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 377
India and the Punjab - Sikh Wars - The Life of John Nicholson 1898. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
Lot: 378
India and the Punjab The Sikhs by John Clark Archer -1946. A great in-depth study of the Sikh religion.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 383
India and the Punjab Sikh religious novel in Urdu c late 19th C. Rare Sikh book in Urdu, with a portrait of a Sikh Gent. Published Lahore -late 19th century. Folio size (large).
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 379
India and the Punjab Rigobert Bonne Map -Sikh 1780 Punjab.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 384
India and the Punjab Royal Sikh order of Kharack Singh Punja.b
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 380
India and the Punjab A rare Copper plaque of Guru Nanak 19th C.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 385
India and the Punjab A rare woodcut illustration of Guru Nanak 19th Century
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 381
India and the Punjab A rare copper plaque of the sons of Bhai Gurditta
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 386
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
Lot: 387  
India and the Punjab Prachin Panth Parkash by Rattan Singh Bhangu  
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 388  
India and the Punjab Bhai Nand Lal - Sikh history on the 10th Guru, early to mid 20th C - in Punjabi.  
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 389  
India and the Punjab Twarikh Guru Khalsa 1945 - two volumes only (of three), both in good condition - approx 600 pages both volumes in Punjabi.  
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 390  
India and the Punjab Sikh history book on Hari Singh Nalwar 1915.  
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 391  
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 392  
India and the Punjab Drawing of the tomb of Maharajah Ranjit Singh.  
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 393  
India and the Punjab Solid Silver plaque depicting tenth Sikh Guru c1920.  
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 394  
India and the Punjab Punjab - large Painting of Guru Gobind Singh JI - mid 20th century - Punjab School, measuring 56 cm x 46 cm - wear and tear around borders as the painting as been removed from original frame  
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 395  
India and the Punjab Indian school drawing of Elephant 18th century. A fine drawing of a Elephant - Mughal School with Sanskrit inscription verso  
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 396  
India and the Punjab Indian School watercolour of a Court Scene 19th century. A 19th century watercolour of an Indian Court scene.  
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00
Lot: 397
India and the Punjab - Sir John Login, Guardian of Maharajah Duleep Singh the last Sikh King
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 398
India and the Punjab Sikh Book on Guru Nanak by Bhagat Singh
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 399
India and the Punjab Entrance to Amritsar Golden Temple Sikh c1910.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 400
India and the Punjab Highroads of Sikh History by Teja Singh 1960s - many illustrations. 65 pages.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 401
India and the Punjab Maharajah Duleep Singh - Important portrait of Maharajah Duleep Singh c1850 - Lahore Measures 7cm high - framed with 'Maharaj Duleep Singh' inscribed on the reverse. A similar scene of the boy Maharajah can be seen in Musee National des Arts Asiatiques-Guimet France. The exceptional quality of this portrait indicates it may have been painted by a European artist. Duleep Singh the last Sikh sovereign was the son of the legenary Sikh Emperor Maharajah Ranjit Singh. Provenance - formally in a Scottish collection.
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 402
India and the Punjab. A delightful book of travelling through Indian and Ceylon in 1902, with numerous photographic Illustrations including Amritsar Temple, Lahore Tomb of Ranjit Singh, Wazir Khans Mosque Lahore, Street in Peshawar, Delhi, Lucknow etc. 289pp
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 403
India and the Punjab Sold as seen, 19th century HMSO Indian papers includes Papers on Deccan Opium, Chinchona cultivation, Manipur papers, reconstitution of Bengal and Assam, Statistical papers Commissioners Report, Nabobs of Arcot, Cotton Papers, Mysore Papers, Oude Claims, papers relating to Scindia, Financial Consortium in China 1921, Tanjore Debnts, Expedition taken at Surat, Barado Intrigues, Cotton Wool trade, etc.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 404
India and the Punjab - Large lithograph published by Lowes Dickinson, from the 1843 large folio titled 'Prison Sketches, Comprising portraits of the Cabul prisoners and other subjects by Lieut V Eyre', size 54 cms x 38 cms. Includes Shah Shuja Ool Moolk, Mahomed Akber Khan, Alexander Burnes, Sir William Hay McNaghten Bart. First 2 portraits are from the original sketches from life by G T Vigne. Has some foxing and water mark on the bottom.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 405
India and the Punjab - Prince Soltykoff's travels in India Voyages dans l'Inde by Prince Alexis Soltykoff. 456pp c1850, with 36 finely lithographed full page plates. These exquisite, impressing lithographs appear here in print for the very first time, depicting people and scenes in such places as New Delhi, Madras, Ceylon, Calcutta, Lahore, the Himalayas and other places. Soltykoff visited Punjab during the reign of Maharajah
Sher Singh, and his lithos includes Akalis entering Lahore; Voyage on the plains of the Punjab; and Maharajah Sher riding on an elephant with his troops. Full contemporary gilt decorative binding, with trimmed bottom end of title page.

Lot: 406
India and the Punjab Maharaja Ranbir Singh of Jind
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 407
India and the Punjab A large albumen photograph of a domed tomb, with the ink inscription 'Amartullie Church, formerly the tomb of Runjeet Singh's chief nautch girls - Lahore.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 408
India and the Punjab A fine antique watercolour of the Sikh War, signed 'Robert Hardinge', son of Lord Hardinge, with pencil inscription on reverse 'The Battle of Ferozshuhur copied from a sketch done by Lord Hardinge on the spot. The painting depicts a scene from the First Sikh War upon which Lord Hardinge was victorious over the Sikhs. From the Collection of the Hardinge family. 250mm x 170mm unmounted.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 409
India and the Punjab important letter on India Office stamped paper, 2pp, dated 1862, to Sir John Login, signed 'John Lawrence' in regards to Maharajah Duleep Singh's compensation for his losses at Futteghur'. In 1857 the Maharajah's property and possessions left in India were plundered and looted during the Indian Mutiny and Duleep Singh fought for compensation with the British Government. Lawrence served on the Punjab Board Administration after the Second Sikh War and became Baron Lawrence of the Punjab and later became the Viceroy of India.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 410
India and the Punjab als of Sir John Lawrence on India Office stamped paper, dated 1859, 2pp, to Sir John Login, in regards to the acceptance of the Duleep Singh's trustees. Lawrence served on the Punjab Board Administration after the Second Sikh War and became Baron Lawrence of the Punjab and later became the Viceroy of India.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 411
India and the Punjab fine coloured print Titled: Panjab - The Maharajah Duleip Sing. Plate 1 from 'Recollections of India. Part 1. British India and the Punjab', published by Thomas M'Lean, London, 1847. Superbly hand coloured. Charles was the son of the Governor General Sir Henry Hardinge and was with his father in India during the Sikh Wars. After the defeat of the Sikhs in the First Sikh War, Charles an amateur artist sketched many views and portraits in Lahore. This is perhaps one of the earliest true likeness of the Duleep Singh whilst he was Maharajah of the Punjab.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 412
India and the Punjab 1870s Glass slide of the Marble Pavilion built by Runjeet Singh with the Fort Lahore at the rear. Partial paper label on top reads, "Marble Pavilion, Fort Gardens, Lahore" Measures 3 1/4" by 3 1/4". The earliest photographic image of the Hazuri Bagh Baradari, made of white marble located in the Hazuri Bagh of Lahore, Pakistan. It was built by Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Sikh ruler in 1818. Elegant carved marble pillars support delicate cusped arches. The central area, where Maharaja Ranjit Singh held court, has a mirrored ceiling. The pavilion consisted of two storeys until it was damaged by lightning in
1932. This is the original depiction before the accident in 1932. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 413
India and the Punjab A rare colour tinted lithograph of the Sikh ruler Duleep Singh of Lahore, published by Macquire & Macdonald, London, c1870. 27cms x 21cms. With accompanying biographical details. Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 414
India and the Punjab Superbly hand coloured litho titled 'The Maharajah Gulab Sing'. Plate from 'Recollections of India. Part 1. British India and the Punjab', published by Thomas McLean, London, 1847. Charles was the son of the Governor General Sir Henry Hardinge and was with his father in India during the Sikh Wars. After the defeat of the Sikhs in the First Sikh Wart, Charles an amateur artist sketched many views and portraits in Lahore. Gulab Singh, a courtier of Ranjit Singh, became the ruler of Jammu and Kashmir after purchasing his Kingdom from the Maharaja Duleep Singh after the defeat of the Lahore Army in the First Sikh War. Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 415
India and the Punjab Maharajah Duleep Singh A fine early engraving from the Illustrated London news of Maharajah Duleep Singh with accompanying article announcing his arrival to England, dated 1856, showing the Maharajah in his Sikh dress. Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 416
India and the Punjab An albumen portrait photograph of An Akali, c1860s. Mounted on original card with pasted label on margin reading 'Akalee. Sikh Devotee. Lahore'. One of the earliest images of a Sikh Akali, a perhaps a veteran of the army of Ranjit Singh. 230mm x 330mm. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 417
India and the Punjab An albumen portrait photograph of An Akali, c1860s. Mounted on original card with pasted label on margin reading 'Akali Sikh Of Punjab'. An early image of a Sikh Akali. 230mm x 330mm. Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 418
India and the Punjab A superb large album photograph of the tomb of Maharajah Ranjit Singh, c1860/70s. With ink inscription to mount 'Ranjit Sing's Tomb, Lahore, British India'. Photograph by Bourne, negative number 417. Inscribed in negative 'Runjeet Singh's Tomb, Lahore 417.' A very early photograph of the tomb showing in great detail the architecture of the building including the paintings of two Sikh guards painted on the doors. Mounted on original album card measures 46cm x 33cms. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 419
India and the Punjab Fine large albumen photograph of a group of Sikhs soldiers in the British Indian Army, with pencil inscription to margin 'Obscending (100 feet) erected by Bengal Sappers of Roorkee', c1890. Measures 20cm x 25cms. Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 420
India and the Punjab Rare 1853 edition of 'The History of the Sikhs from the Origin of the Nation to the Battles of the Sutlej' in original blind stamped cloth binding. The complete non-bias history of the Sikhs written by Capt Jospeh Davey Cunningham of the British Indian Army. Cunningham stated that Sikh Generals were in the pay of the British in the Sikh Wars. For this reason the 1849 edition was suppressed by Dalhousie and replaced with this edition. Cunningham was ordered to revise the book and was demoted causing his death soon after. The book is widely seen as 49 of 58
Lot: 421
India and the Punjab - The Walled City of Lahore 1st edition, published by Pakistan Development Authority, 1993, 191 pages - 43cm x 30cm. In original DJ. Comprising an area of over 2.5 square kilometres and a population of nearly a quarter million people, the Walled City has known history of over 1000 years. Detailed studies of selected historical buildings and areas which are presented in this publication. The book seems to be printed privately or in a small volume, showing in great details various building, with their scale drawings and plans. Showing Sikh, Hindu and Islamic building within this historic city. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 422
India and the Punjab - Sikh wars - Life of Lord Lawrence, 2 Vols Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 423
India and the Punjab Lady Login's recollections: court life and camp life 1820-1904. 1st ed 1916. Blue cloth with gilt titles on spine and cover, 345pp including index. Colour fronts of Lady Login, tissue protected and a further 8 b&w illustrations including a photo of Duleep Singh, John Login and Lady Login, b&w facsimile of autograph letter from HM Queen Victoria to Lady Login. An intimate account of Lady Login's time as a motherly figure to the young ruler of the Sikhs Duleep Singh from his time in the Punjab, Fatehgarh and in England, and meeting Maharani Jinda in London. Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 424
India and the Punjab Department of Archaeology in Pakistan, 1962 1st ed pp 143, illustrations. The earliest book and compilation of Sikh related sites in the newly formed West Pakistan post 1947, putting together an early history and photograph of Sikh shrines many of which today do not exist or have been defaced or destroyed. This rare book has 76 photo plates including the Samdhi of Maharajah Sher Singh, Mahan Singh, Suchet Singh, Teja Singh, Jawahir Singh, Phula Singh and Charhat Singh. A most valuable account and record. Bound in original green cloth. Very good condition. Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 425
India and the Punjab - Indian Regimental Books good group including The Story of the Guides, by Col G J Younghusband, London, 1909. 8vo, 207pp, portrait frontispiece, plus 15 other plates, original dark red cloth gilt, minor edge and board wear. Internally very good. Contents include: Sir Henry Lawrence side, duties, working for the Sikhs; the fighting around Mooltan, murder of Agnew and Anderson, siege of Multan, Battle of Gujrat, pursuit of Sikhs, end of Second Sikh war; the capture of the fort of Govindghar; on the frontier in the fifties; story of Dilawar Khan; the great March to Delhi; twenty years of minor wars, Hindustani fanatics, Waziris; massacre of the Guides at Kabul; The Afghan War, 1870-80, Roberts marches to Kandahar; War Stories; Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 426
India and the Punjab A superbly ornate and gilt bounded copy of India's Princes: Short Life Sketches of the Native Rulers of India, by M Griffith, London 1894. Heavily illustrated with 49 full page photographic plates of the Princes and Maharajah's including the Sikh Ruler of Punjab at Kashmir, Patiala and Kapurthala; Rajputana at Udaipur, Jeypore, Jodhpur, Ulwarr and Bharatpur; Indoe, Gwalior, Bhopal, Baroda, Kutch.
Bhavnagar, Hyderabad, Mysore, Travancore etc.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 427
India and the Punjab Storia do Mogor, or Mogul India, 1653-1708 By Niccolao Manucci. Translated with Introduction and Notes by William Irvine. Edited under the supervision of the Royal Asiatic Society and published for the Government of India1907 1st Ed. Three volumes (of 4), pp.lxxxix, [1], 386, 13 plates; xi, [1], 471, 14 plates, 3 in colour; xiv, 605, 15 plates, large folding table, folding map in rear pocket. First English translation of an eye-witness account of the court of Aurangzeb. Niccolao Manucci, a Venetian who reached Surat in 1656. Manucci continued to Delhi where he met Dara Shukoh, eldest son of Shahjahan, and enlisted as an artilleryman in his service. He fought with his master at Lahore, Multan and Bhakkar, but declined to enter Aurangzeb's service and made an expedition to Patna, Dacca and the Sundarbans, returning to Agra to study medicine Manucci practiced as a physician in Lahore for seven years (1670-76) before returning to Delhi where he was appointed to Shah Alam's court. In 1682 he fled to Goa and in 1686 to Madras and Pondicherry. The first part of Manucci's "Storia" consists of two sections, an account of his journey from Venice to Delhi, and a chronicle of the Moghul rulers from Timur to the accession of Aurangzeb. Part two deals with the reign of Aurangzeb interspersed with the author's journeys and adventures, 1658-1700. The original manuscripts on which this, the first full translation, is based are in Italian, French and Portuguese, and have themselves a colourful history. Part were taken to France and deposited with the Jesuits before being sold and passing through various hands including Sir Thomas Phillips, perhaps the greatest of all collectors or the written word. These are now in Berlin. The remainder were rediscovered by the translator in Venice where they remain. A very good set in original decorated cloth. Minor wear to head and tail of spine of first volume. Vols 1 & 2 in original decorative cloth, vol 4 in later green cloth.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 428
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 429
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 430
India and the Punjab -Sikh portraits by European artists
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 431
India and the Punjab Bound in orig red cloth with gilt ornate illustration on front cover c1860, with various steel engravings including an early depiction of the Sikh Temple at Amritsar. This volume deals with the Afghan War, Sikhs Wars and Burmese
Lot: 432

Lot: 433
India and the Punjab Portrait Miniatures of Five Centuries by Ernest Lemberger, published Hodder & Stoughton, London HB. Condition very good. 1st Ed. Original cloth backed boards with printed paper label on front and spine. Nd [1900]. Top edge gilt. 4to. xi, 36pp, 75 full colour hand-tipped in plates. Binding lightly rubbed and marked, but tight, with original paper label to spine and front board. Cloth spine, joints firm. Internally very clean. Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 434
India and the Punjab Large folio memorandum 2pp regarding the allowance of 12,000 for Sir John Login as superintendent of Maharajah Duleep Singh. Detailed letter about the finances in regards to the young Sikh rulers household. Login as a father figure to the Maharajah after the annexation of the Punjab, and the young Prince became his ward up until he reached adulthood. Login was paid an allowance for his duties to the Maharajah which according even to the Maharajah was insufficient and argued with the India Office for many years until Login's death in 1863. Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 435
India and the Punjab Political Diaries of the Agent to the Governor General, North-West Frontier and Resident at Lahore [Sir Henry Lawrence], 1st January 1847 to 4th March 1848, Allahabad, 1909, 478pp. A detailed day by day account of the affairs of the Lahore Durbar as recorded by the British resident, under Punjab Intelligence includes key figures Maharani Jindan, Goolab, Sandhawalias, Dina Nath, Sardar Tej Singh, Milraj, Lal Singh, Maharajah Duleep Singh, Shere Singh Atari, Attar Singh Atarivala and every other courtier of the time is mentioned. The diary shows internal and intense happenings inside the Durbar at a critical junction in the Sikh Kingdom between the Sikh Wars, including stealing of money from Treasury [Tej Singh concealing one crore of rupees from the durbar] discharging of certain troops, jealousy between Sirdar Shere Singh and Tej Singh, Akalee Man Singh caught as a conspirator in the Prema Plot, Duleep Singh declines to put tilak on Tej Singh, removal of Maharani to Sheikhapura, the diaries draw a list of lovers of the Maharani, and Lahore ministers British do not trust, entries include Govindghur Fort, Amritsar Mint, Troubles with Akalees etc. Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 436
India and the Punjab An important 2 page document stating terms for the Lahore Government after their defeat to the British. This seems to be the rough notes for the treaty, terms include: The Maharajah renounces all claims to territories south of the Sutelj; Maharajah will be pay to the British Govt 50 lacs of rupees on or before ratification of the treaty; the Maharajah disbands his mutinous army and re-organise his troops; The army of Lahore limited to 25 Battalions of infantry with 12,000 cavalry; The Control of the Rivers Beas and Sutlej vested in British Govt; British Troops be permitted to pass through Maharajah territories when required; The Maharaja agrees to reorganise
the independent sovereignty of Rajah Goolab Singh etc. A very important document giving an insight on the intentions of the British Government.

Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 437

India and the Punjab - Maharajah Duleep Singh A group of 5 letters and documents relating to Maharajah Duleep Singh in regards to the allowances of Sir John Login as the Maharajah's guardian and claims of the Maharajah. Some letters addressed to Secretary State of India include one dated 5th December 1858 stating Logins salary payment upon appointment as Guardian of HH The Maharajah Duleep Singh. Including parts of official memos regarding his claims. Another letter dated 13 March 1857, states 'No communication has been received from the Government regarding the Maharajah's position, it may be expected to arrive shortly.... this perhaps referring to the Maharajah desire to return back to India. In 1857, the maharajah wanted to go back to India after the Movement refused for him to be allowed to attend a University in Britain. The letters provide a fascinating insight into early life the last Sikh King of the Punjab.

Provenance - Login Family.

Estimate: £1,000.00 - £2,000.00

Lot: 438

India and the Punjab Privately printed book, for private circulation amongst British Officials and the Maharajahs sympathisers. A large detailed bound book containing statement with numerous hand coloured pull out maps and plans, of major districts in the Punjab where the private family property of Maharajah Duleep Singh was, inherited from his father Ranjit Singh. These being lands and property in Ranjit Singh's possession before he became Maharajah of the Punjab, and illegally confiscated by the British alongside State property from Duleep Singh in 1849. The book begins with a 'Letter from the Maharajah Duleep Singh to the Earl of Kimberley of the India Office' dated 10th March 1885, reading 'I have the honour to transmit the accompanying statement, showing that the British Government is in possession of large landed Estates in the Punjab, to which in 1849, at the time of the annexation of the Punjab, I was entitled in my private capacity as one of the Sirdars or Chiefs of the Sikh Nation' he further adds 'These Estates were not affected by the treaty of annexation...' The book was compiled on the Maharajah's instructions by his solicitors Farrer & Co of Lincolns Inn Fields, with initial research conducted by Thakur Singh Sandhawalia. Mr Talbot of Farrer & Co. States due to the limited time at his disposal, the capitals of only seven districts of the Punjab were visited, and at each the revenue records of a number of villages selected...' Only those lands procured by Ranjit Singh before the year 1800AD have been included. Districts covered with coloured pull out maps and tables are Goojranwalah, Gooraj, Jehlum, Sealkot, Gooraspooor, Lahore, and Umrtsur. A rare record of Ranjit Singh's private landed estates before the founding of the Sikh Kingdom. Bound in later cloth with gilt titles to front. From the collection of the Login family.

Scarce.

Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 439

India and the Punjab A large collection of items from the Archive of Sir John & Lady Login, containing his East India Company military certificates and papers, official letters of appointment, a travel diary of Lady Lena Login, a newspaper cutting of the Kohinoor diamond, and detailed biographical handwritten notebook on Dr Login's early life written chronologically with dates in the margin from 1809 including schools, education, ancestor, family, arrival in India in 1832 to his service in Dianpore, medical detachment to Persia, Calcutta, Lucknow, entering service of Nizam of Hyderabad, in 1834 where he was for two years, Army of Indus in 1838, and Candahar in 1839, containing
transcripts of letters written to his family and officials such as the Surgeon to Sir Charles Metcalfe. Military certificates include 'Surgeon in the service of the East Company' with a wax seal, appointed Assistant Surgeon in the Bengal Establishment of the EIC in 1832, one for the King's Army in 1835, another one for the King's Army in 1842, including official correspondence from the Commander in Chiefs Office, and a batch of document and letters from his return to England and addressed to Roehampton in 1855, which was Maharajah Duleep Singh London residence, including large headed receipt for an order for a carriage at Roehampton, probably for the Maharajah's use. Large 2pp document, dated 1858 regarding Sir John Logins allowance as guardian to the Maharajah of Lahore Dr Login was seen as a father figure to the young Sikh ruler, and these documents give an insight into the early part of his life.

Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 440
India and the Punjab - Sikh Wars - The Storming of Mooltan.
January 2nd 1849 - large mounted litho print
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 441
India and the Punjab Alexander Burnes - Sikh Empire Ranjit Singh Lahore 1835.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 442
India and the Punjab - Mahatma Gandhi A rare large portrait drawing from life of Mahatma Gandhi by Clare Winsten, c.1930. Provenance - from the estate of Clare Winsten's daughter, Ruth Harrison. Drawing titled -Gandhi Meditation. A very rare drawing of the great Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) is often referred to as the father of the Indian Nation.

Clare Winsten (1894-1989) was an Anglo-Jewish artist, illustrator, portraitist and sculptor. Clare Winsten came to the Slade as a student in 1910, the year when Roger Fry's "Manet and the Post-Impressionists" exhibition changed the views of many artists in London, and caused others dismay, as life-long convictions were brusquely challenged. She, showed academic and artistic talent early at school, gaining a scholarship to the Female School of Art. The artist's daughter Theodora, recalls, My parents life-time active involvement in social, humanitarian causes, as well as the arts, brought them into touch with likeminded people from many spheres. This affinity produced portraits of, among others, D H Lawrence, Montessori, Catherine Lonsdale, Mahatma Gandhi, Bernard Shaw.... My parents first met Mahatma Gandhi in the 1930s when living at Hampstead (and this) led to a remarkable series of paintings and drawings. There was such an empathy between them that Clare was invited to be there whenever she wanted. She also sketched Gandhi during his visit to England for the Round Table Conference of 1930-31. Pencil on woven paper, 11 x 13 inches image. 12 x 15.25 inches in frame overall. A very rare drawing of Gandhi from life.

Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 443
India and the Punjab - Mahatma Gandhi A rare portrait drawing from life of Mahatma Gandhi by Clare Winsten, c.1930.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 444
India and the Punjab - Mahatma Gandhi A rare large portrait drawing from life of Mahatma Gandhi by Clare Winsten, c.1930.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00
Lot: 445
India and the Punjab A large military battle plan showing the actions of the 14th November and 1st December 1844, and 7th April 1842 fought by the troops under the command of Major General Sir Robert Sale KCB by Hamlet Wade Capt H.M. 15th Lt infantry Major of Brigade to the Force. Major General Sir Robert Henry Sale was a British Army officer who commanded the garrison of Jalalabad during the First Afghan War. After severe fighting Sale entered Jalalabad on 12 November 1841. Ten days previously he had received news of the murder of Sir Alexander Burnes, along with orders to return with all speed to Kabul. These orders he, for various reasons, decided to ignore; suppressing his personal desire to return to protect his wife and family, he gave orders to push on, and on occupying Jalalabad at once set about making the old and half-ruined fortress fit to stand a siege. At last General Pollock and the relieving army appeared, only to find that the garrison had on 7 April 1842 relieved itself by a brilliant and completely successful attack on Akbar Khan's lines. Sir Robert Sale was promoted within the Order of the Bath to Knight Grand Cross (GCB); a medal was struck for all ranks of defenders, and salutes fired at every large cantonment in India. At the end of the war Sale received the thanks of parliament. In 1845, as quartermaster-general to Sir Hugh Gough's army, Sale again took the field in the First Sikh War. At Moodkee he was mortally wounded, and he died on 21 December 1845. A rare military map, unusually large measures approx 60cms x 50cms. Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 446
India and the Punjab A fine miniature medal, inscribed "TO THE ARMY OF THE PUNJAB" 1848-1849 MEDAL MDCCCLXIX -with the reverse reading: Punjab Campaign Medal. 19mm diameter. Fine condition. Perhaps a uniform medal for the Sikh War of 1848-49 upon where the East India defeated the army of the Maharaja of Lahore, and annexed the Punjab to British India. Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 447
India - Hindu Durga A finely carved Indian marble figure of A Hindu Durga seated on a lion's back, on a shaped marble base, traces of polychrome decoration, 19th Century. c1850 Estimate: £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 448
India -A rare cast model of the famous Sikh Cannon Zamzama Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 449
India and the Punjab -Military early 20th C Indian Military photograph of soldiers on horseback holding rifles. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 450
India and the Punjab -Military photograph of the Tirah Field Force, shown in a camp setting. No date but late19th/early 20th c, Estimate: £80.00 - £100.00

Lot: 451
India and the Punjab -the Punjab Muslim League printed document on a single leaf of parchment, undated but between 1905 and 1910, being a loyal address to Lord Minto as Viceroy and Governor General of India on his first visit to the Punjab by the Punjab Muslim League -signed to base by all members of the League. Approx 29x14ins. Estimate: £500.00 - £700.00
Lot: 452
India - The personal prayer book of the Sikh Maharajah Duleep Singh
Estimate: £6,000.00 - £8,000.00

Lot: 453
India - The file of printed documents relating to India, late 19th c., including a confidential Government report concerning Military Education for Natives of India, the official report for 1887 from the Quartermaster General in India, the programme for the celebration of Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee, a report to the Indian Secretary on the International Monetary Conference of 1881, various Indian newspapers etc.
Estimate: £70.00 - £100.00

Lot: 454
India - A fine large scale campaign map entitled 'Camp of Exercise 1875-76, Map of the Country Round Delhi, sheet 1. Drawn to a scale of 4 ins to the mile, bearing the printed signature of Lord Roberts, showing the disposition of British Army forces along the Nugufgurgh Canal. Printed on linen, coloured, some creasing but easily ironed out in our estimation. Approx 36x34ins.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 455
India - General Jean Francois Allard autograph letter signed 'Allard' c1830 sending warm greetings to his correspondent and saying that he will be staying with him during his visit. 1p oblong 8vo.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 456
India - Sikh warrior Early engraved illustration of a Sikh warrior - 1836
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 457
India - The Kukas Copy of correspondence or extracts from correspondence relating to the Kooka Outbreak, August 1st 1872, printed parliamentary briefing paper on 60pp folio.
Estimate: £600.00 - £900.00

Lot: 458
India - Punjab - Company school Watercolour of Maharajah Gulab Singh Circa - 19th century. Page measures approx 22.5cm x 19cm. Inscribed in English.
Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 459
India - Urdu three text books relating to Urdu including a glossary of Urdu phrases for British Military personnel 1942, a Guide to Military Urdu and examples of questions likely to be set in Elementary Urdu.
Estimate: £50.00 - £70.00

Lot: 460
India - Punjab important autograph draft signed 'J S L' being the resignation of Sir John Login from the East India Company and requesting money on behalf of Maharajah Duleep Singh for 800 rupees spent by Login on the Maharajah's establishment at Fatehgarh. 4pp sm4to dated April 6th 1858.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00
Lot: 461
India - Mughal painting of Christ c18th Century Mughal - India - gouache and gold on paper, mounted on an album page with gilt-decorated borders. Estimate: £6,000.00 - £8,000.00

Lot: 466
India - autograph - Richard Colley, Marquis Wellesley, Governor General of India a first edition copy of Primitiae et Reliquiae 1841, signed and inscribed by Wellesley to inside cover. Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 462
India - Portrait of a Sikh Guru on Horseback. An antique watercolour of a Sikh Guru on Horseback. Measures 27cm x 21cm. Estimate: £1,500.00 - £2,000.00

Lot: 467
India the Calcutta Municipal Gazette silver jubilee number 1924-1949. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 463
India - Bombay Government printed spreadsheet dated 1795 being the estimate of probably resources and disbursements of the Bombay Government. Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 468
India - French Engraving of Sikh Gurus, 1835 Page from a 1836 French newspaper, with engravings of Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh, 26cms x 17cms. Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 464
India - The Gospel of St Matthew in Marathi, c1850. This is possibly the first translation into that language. Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 469
India - the Indian Mutiny Relic of the Indian Mutiny - original portrait of King of Delhi with two framed Peepul leaves from the historic tree under which British Women and children were massacred at Delhi with a handwritten note on the reverse. Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00

Lot: 465
India - The Golden Temple steel engraved view of the Golden Temple at Amritsar from the French periodical Magasin Pitteresque, dated 1836 - this is one of the earliest views of the Golden Temple. Together with a further two articles from the same magazine, with engraved portraits of Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh. Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 470
India - Punjab land administration & settlement manual. Estimate: £600.00 - £800.00
Lot: 471
India - Oil on canvas of a Sikh Maharajah circa early 20th Century of Maharajah Bhupinder Singh of Patiala. 61 cm x 48 cm.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 472
India - Amritsar Massacre
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 473
India - three Indian 19th Century cloth paintings of Hindu religious scenes and a Persian Qajar pot
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00